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Foreword
Few issues are more crucial to the future of the United States than the fiscal policy of our
government, and none is more deeply associated with our core task at Brookings, which is to
apply independent analysis to public policy. So this book, edited by Alice Rivlin and Isabel
Sawhill, is not only a timely contribution to the public debate—it’s also an exemplar of the
Institution’s mission.
For much of the past hundred years, budget meant deficit. After experiencing a brief period of
surpluses at the turn of the last century, the federal government is projected to run deficits in the
neighborhood of half a trillion dollars a year over much of the next decade. These deficits reflect
both rising expenditures, especially for Medicare, Medicaid, and Social Security as the baby
boom generation retires, and falling tax revenues related to recently enacted tax cuts. At the same
time, the federal government appears to be neglecting key areas, including health care for the
nonelderly, education, the environment, and the plight of low-wage workers and their children.
The nation thus faces a crucial choice: continue down the path of future fiscal irresponsibility
while under-investing in crucial areas or increase resources in high-priority areas while also
reducing the overall budget deficit. This choice will materially affect Americans’ economic wellbeing and security in the immediate future as well as over longer horizons.
Concerned about this prospect, Brookings last year launched a project we call “Budgeting for
National Priorities.” This volume is the first product of that effort. Alice and Belle have
assembled a book that presents three plans for reducing the deficit over the next ten years: one
that emphasizes spending cuts, one that emphasizes tax increases, and one that includes a mixture
of both. For the longer term, the project will address the nation’s fiscal future in new and more
creative ways. Although the currently projected fiscal gap is clearly a problem, it also creates an
opportunity to rethink what government does and how we pay for it. Old programs rarely die,
some are growing at unsustainable rates, and many serve very narrow if powerful interests or
involve the federal government in activities better performed by states or the private sector. The
long-term fiscal gap will almost surely put downward pressure on spending. It is important that
those pressures be directed toward eliminating ineffective or unnecessary programs and not just
those with little political clout–what David Stockman once called “weak claims rather than weak
claimants.” Similarly, the fiscal gap will generate a new debate about revenues. Quite apart from
the revenues it produces, the existing tax system imposes enormous administrative burdens on

businesses and households, is badly in need of simplification, and is not well designed to
encourage growth and efficiency. Moreover, questions about who is paying what share of the tax
burden continue with little agreement about either the facts of the matter or the criteria by which
disputes should be resolved.
In the meantime, these issues are getting plenty of short-term attention as well. As the
presidential election campaign moves into high gear, this book offers some benchmarks for
citizens, commentators, and members of the policy community as they make up their own minds;
it will, we hope, help reframe the debate, focusing all participants on the need for painful and
politically difficult choices about what government does and how we pay for it. The concrete
deficit reduction plans put forth here provide a number of ideas that policymakers may want to
adopt while also underscoring the political difficulties involved.
Above all, what’s needed if the United States is going to manage its fiscal affairs wisely, with
a view to the responsibility of today’s leaders for tomorrow’s citizens, is a combination of focus
and honesty. Both are to be found in abundance in the pages that follow.

January 2004
Washington, D.C.

STROBE TALBOTT
President, Brookings Institution
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Federal spending and taxation have a large impact on the economy and on the lives of individuals and
families. Good budget choices can strengthen the economy; bad choices can weaken it. Decisions
about the federal budget are always difficult. People differ on what government should do and how to
pay for it. Some people believe that the federal government should do more, others less. Many
believe that government spending priorities are wrong or that taxes are burdensome or unfair. People
also differ on how much deficits matter and on how quickly they need to be addressed.
One fact is indisputable: the federal government is spending about $500 billion a year more
than it is raising in taxes. On reasonable assumptions, the gap will widen to nearly $700 billion a year
by 2014 and accelerate rapidly thereafter, as the baby boom generation begins to retire.
This book argues that deficits matter a lot and that better policies are possible and urgently
needed. Not all budget deficits are harmful—indeed, recent deficits have ameliorated the recession
that began in 2001. However, large persistent deficits weaken the economy and lower family
incomes. The authors also believe that passing on large and unnecessary fiscal burdens to future
generations is unfair and irresponsible. More specifically, deficits are harmful for five reasons:
—They slow economic growth. By 2014, the average family’s income will be an estimated
$1,800 lower because of the slower income growth that results when government competes with the
private sector for a limited pool of savings or borrows more from abroad.
—They increase household borrowing costs. A family with a $250,000, thirty-year mortgage,
for example, will pay an additional $2,000 a year in interest.
—They increase indebtedness to foreigners, which is both expensive and risky. The United
States is the largest net debtor in the world. The income of Americans will ultimately be reduced by
the interest, dividends, and profits paid to foreigners who have invested in the United States.
Moreover, if foreigners lose confidence in the American economy—or begin to worry that we are not
managing our fiscal affairs responsibly—they may reduce their investment here. This can reduce the
value of the dollar and raise the prices we have to pay for imported goods. If the fall in the dollar

were precipitous, it could cause rapid increases in interest rates, possibly recession, or even a serious
financial crisis.
—They require that a growing proportion of revenues be devoted to paying interest on the
national debt, estimated to increase by $5.3 trillion over the next decade. By 2014 this increase in
government borrowing will cost the average household $3,000 in added interest on the debt alone.
—They impose enormous burdens on future generations. Today’s children and young adults
and their descendants will have to pay more because this generation has chosen to be irresponsible.
Meanwhile, deficits and rising interest costs are likely to put downward pressure on spending for
education, nutrition, and health care that could make today’s children more productive and thus better
able to pay these future obligations.
The budget challenge is daunting, but not impossible to address. The United States is a
wealthy, resourceful country that has solved plenty of tough problems before. In a democracy, it is
important to identify alternative courses of action that might appeal to different groups and try to find
a compromise that all can agree on. In an effort to stimulate that debate, this book presents three
alternative ways of balancing the federal budget over the next ten years. We offer one set of choices
that might appeal to those who believe that the federal government should be smaller and another to
those who believe it should do more. We also present in more detail a budget that keeps government
the same size, but makes it more effective. This plan contains enough spending reduction to achieve
balance in ten years, while preserving room for some high-priority new initiatives.
In presenting these alternative budgets, our goals are threefold. First, we show that balancing
the budget is feasible (although politically difficult). Second, we show the implications of different
strategies that are normally discussed only in general terms. Third, we aim to stimulate a more honest
and informed debate about the pros and cons of various fiscally responsible choices in the hopes that
others will offer their own detailed proposals for achieving fiscal balance.

The Budget Outlook
Less than three years ago, in fiscal year 2001, the federal budget was running a surplus of $127
billion. But a weak economy, tax cuts, spending increases, and lack of concern for fiscal discipline
have turned the surplus into a deficit of almost $400 billion in 2003, which is expected to be even
larger in 2004. This shift in federal finances from deficit to surplus would not be a serious concern if
it were temporary. Unfortunately, however, the current deficits are projected to continue for the next
decade, rising to an estimated $687 billion in 2014. Indeed, if the temporary surpluses in Social
Security, Medicare, and federal retirement programs were not masking the size of the deficits in the
rest of the budget, the deficit estimate for 2014 would exceed $1 trillion.

ii

Budget Assumptions
The adjusted baseline projections in table 1 show larger deficits than the most recent official
projections of the Congressional Budget Office, but that is because the CBO is required by Congress
to assume that current law remains unchanged. The tax reduction legislation enacted in 2001, 2002,
and 2003 was designed to minimize the appearance of revenue loss associated with the tax cuts by
phasing the cuts in slowly and making them expire within ten years. Congress also chose to ignore the
fact that the tax changes would subject millions of additional taxpayers to the Alternative Minimum
Tax (AMT). In making our adjusted baseline projections, we assumed that Congress will extend
temporary tax provisions now on the books and make the 2001, 2002, and 2003 tax changes
permanent, and that Congress will amend the alternative minimum tax to prevent an increase in the
number of taxpayers subject to the AMT. We also assumed discretionary spending increases in line
with population growth as well as with inflation—that is, real discretionary spending per person is
held constant—and added the cost of the prescription drug benefit and other changes in Medicare
enacted at the end of the first session of the 108th Congress. To be clear, we are not advocating any of
these proposals; we are simply assuming that they will be enacted. These assumptions could turn out
to be wrong, but they seem more probable than the assumptions underlying the CBO projections.
Table 1. Adjusted Baseline Budget, Fiscal Years 2003–14
Billions of dollars
Item

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

Adjusted
spending

2,171

2,312

2,423

2,559

2,709

2,872

3,034

3,199

3,386

3,530

3,745

3,954

Adjusted
revenue

1,770

1,821

1,988

2,129

2,260

2,393

2,535

2,678

2,810

2,949

3,119

3,267

Adjusted
deficit

-374

-491

-435

-430

-449

-479

-499

-521

-576

-581

-626

-687

-617

-711

-669

-665

-695

-739

-773

-806

-872

-888

-930

-1,003

Excluding
Social
Security,
Medicare,
and
federal
retirement

Deficits beyond 2014
A major additional reason for concern about continuous large deficits is that pressures on the budget
are certain to escalate rapidly in subsequent decades, as the baby boom generation retires and
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longevity continues to increase. The CBO projects that even if medical care costs rise only 1 percent
faster than per capita GDP—an optimistic assumption in view of recent increases—expenditures for
providing existing benefits under Social Security, Medicare, and Medicaid would rise from 9.0
percent of GDP in 2010 to 14.3 percent in 2030 and to 17.7 percent in 2050. These exploding future
costs highlight the need to address the challenge of reforming these entitlement programs as soon as
possible. They also make clear the importance of fiscal policy that contributes to future economic
growth by enhancing national saving—not reducing both growth and saving by running continuous
deficits over the coming decade.

Can Growth Solve the Problem?
Deficits are very sensitive to the rate of economic growth. Should the economy grow faster than the 3
percent rate, in real terms, assumed by the CBO and most private forecasters, deficits will be smaller.
If the economy grows more slowly than this, they will be still larger. Some believe that recent
changes in tax law will lead to a higher rates of economic growth. But, as detailed in chapter 1 of this
book, as long as these tax cuts are deficit financed, the weight of professional opinion suggests that
they will not lead to higher growth.

Three Different Ways of Getting to Balance
In the hope of stimulating serious debate about how to balance the budget, we constructed three
alternative plans that differ in the mix of spending cuts and revenue increases used to achieve balance
in ten years (table 2). We call them the smaller government plan, the larger government plan, and the

Table 2. Illustrative Changes in 2014, by Plan Type
Billions of dollars
Better
Government
plan

Larger
government
plan

Smaller
government
plan

Total deficit reduction
Interest payment reduction
Tax increase

687
-153
401

687
-153
629

687
-153
134

Programmatic spending net change
Defense net change
Increase
Decrease
Nondefense net change
Increase
Decrease

-134
-60
0
-60
-74
41
-115

95
-60
0
-60
155
185
-30

-400
0
0
0
-400
0
-400

Item

iv

better government plan. All three start from our adjusted baseline projections, which indicate that in
the absence of policy change, the deficit in 2014 will be about $687 billion. Balancing the unified
budget by that year will produce interest savings of around $153 billion, leaving a deficit of $534
billion to be eliminated by spending reductions or revenue increases in that year. If we chose the more
stringent criterion of balancing the budget excluding the federal retirement programs, additional
deficit reduction of $316 billion would be necessary. Although achieving the larger goal would be
desirable, as the plans amply illustrate even meeting the less ambitious target requires tough choices
that are sure to be unpopular.

The Smaller Government Plan
The smaller government plan would reduce total spending as a share of GDP from 20.2 percent in
2003 to 18.3 percent in 2014. It balances the budget primarily by cutting $400 billion from projected
domestic spending in 2014 (table 3). These cuts are achieved by reducing government subsidies to
commercial activities ($138 billion); by returning responsibility for education, housing, training,
environmental, and law enforcement programs to the states ($123 billion); by slowing the growth of
other nondefense discretionary spending ($58 billion); by cutting entitlements such as Medicaid,
Social Security, and Medicare ($74 billion); and by eliminating some wasteful spending in these
entitlement programs ($7 billion). Revenue increases of $134 billion are added to the package,
primarily by raising the gas tax, by lowering but not repealing the estate tax, and by better

Table 3. Smaller Government Plan
Item

Billions of dollars

Total deficit reduction

687

Minus debt service savings

-153

Subtotal

534

Plus funding for new initiatives

0

Total tax increases and spending cuts to eliminate deficit

534

Changes in the budget
Revenue change

134

Spending cuts
Commercial subsidies

-400
-138

Devolution

-123

Wasteful spending

-7

Nondefense discretionary

-58

Entitlement

-74
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enforcement of existing tax laws. Although tax increases are unpopular with those who favor smaller
government, no one has suggested how to achieve balance without them. Moreover, the revenue
measures included in this plan are relatively modest, they are focused on compliance with existing
laws, and they avoid changes in the tax rates or brackets enacted in 2001 and 2003.

The Larger Government Plan
The larger government plan would increase total spending as a share of GDP from 20.2 percent in
2003 to 20.9 percent in 2014. This increase occurs partly because some existing programs are slated
to grow rapidly over the coming decade, as the population ages and the costs of health care rise, and
partly because the plan includes additional spending for health care, education, and some other
priorities that are only partially offset by savings in existing programs (table 4). To both pay for this
new spending and balance the budget requires that taxes be raised substantially. A package of revenue
measures that would accomplish this objective is described in chapter 6 of this book. It includes
scaling back the 2001 tax cuts that benefited the affluent, eliminating the Social Security earnings
ceiling so that all earnings would be taxable, and creating a new value-added tax that would affect
almost everyone.

Table 4. Larger Government Plan
Item
Total deficit reduction
Minus debt service savings
Subtotal
Plus funding for new initiatives
Total tax increases and spending cuts to eliminate deficit

Billions of dollars
687
-153
534
95
629

Changes in the budget
Revenue change
Spending cuts
Defense
Nondefense
New spending

629
-90
-60
-30
185

Health
Education
Other
Net increase in spending

100
60
25
95
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The Better Government Plan
The better government plan is based on the assumption that government has a positive role to play in
improving people’s lives but could perform this function far more effectively than it does at present.
What distinguishes the better government plan from the other two is that instead of changing the size
of government, it reallocates spending in ways designed to improve government performance. In
addition, this third plan is likely to be more politically feasible than the other two over the next few
years, no matter what the outcome of the 2004 election. Whoever is elected president in that year will
face a huge fiscal hole that cannot realistically be filled by spending cuts or revenue increases alone.
A very substantial amount of both will be needed.
Chapters 3 through 5 of this book discuss the specific restructuring called for by the better
government plan to meet international responsibilities (chapter 3), to meet domestic responsibilities
(chapter 4), and to honor essential commitments to the elderly or those who are about to retire
(chapter 5).
While the authors generally prefer the better government plan, it should be emphasized that
not every author agrees with every aspect of the plan. Some authors prefer aspects of the smaller or
larger government plans to aspects of the better government plan. Indeed, our disagreements on such
matters reflect, in microcosm, the disagreements in the country at large. Nonetheless, we have all
taken seriously the desirability of balancing the budget while simultaneously trying to make
government more effective. The overall plan is summarized in table 5.

Table 5. Better Government Plan
Item
Total deficit reduction
Minus debt service savings

Billions of dollars
687
-153

Subtotal: tax increases and spending cuts to eliminate deficit
Plus funding for new initiatives
Total: tax increases and spending cuts to eliminate deficit
Changes in the budget
Revenue change
Spending cuts
Defense
Social Security, Medicare, and Medicaid
Other domestic
New spending
Foreign affairs
Homeland security
Other domestic
Net decrease in spending

vii

534
41
575
401
-175
-60
-47
-68
41
11
9
21
-134

In the national security area, the authors of chapter 3 argue, the United States can use the
tools of hard power (military force), soft power (diplomacy and foreign assistance), and domestic
counterterrorism (homeland security). These tools are complementary and the budget for national
security is best viewed as a unified whole. The better government plan calls for cuts in defense
spending. But these are only possible because it is assumed that the reconstruction of Iraq will have
been completed by 2014. However, the world is likely still to be a dangerous place in 2014, defense
costs per uniformed member of the armed forces have generally risen by 2 to 3 percent a year, major
weapons systems are aging and need to be modernized, and health care costs for military personnel
are rising rapidly. Thus containment of defense spending to the levels assumed in this plan will only
be possible if weapons modernization is very selective, if privatization of military support operations
is more cost effective than it has been in the past, and if it proves feasible to share more of the defense
burden with our allies.
While some cuts in defense spending are possible under this scenario, more spending on
homeland security and foreign assistance is called for. In the wake of 9/11, air travel is safer, more
intelligence is being shared, and ports and public infrastructure are better protected, but additional
steps are needed in these areas as well as in some others, such as protecting private infrastructure
(chemical plants and trucking, for example). Finally, U.S. foreign assistance is arguably as important
as military power in making the world a safer place. This assistance should be increased, but it could
be allocated and organized far more effectively than at present. Chapter 3 calls for more to be spent
on stimulating economic development and reducing world poverty.
In the domestic arena, the authors of chapter 4 suggest, it is possible to trim spending on
existing domestic programs sufficiently to both fund some new initiatives and contribute savings
toward the goal of balancing the budget. They call for modest additional outlays in a number of areas,
such as restructuring the safety net to encourage and reward work, improving preschool opportunities
for disadvantaged children, extending health care coverage to lower-income families, and helping
states fund the costs of the extensive testing and teacher training required by the No Child Left
Behind Act of 2001. These kinds of public investments, if appropriately structured, can increase
productivity and growth as much or more than private investments in new technologies, facilities, and
equipment, while simultaneously opening up opportunities for everyone to participate more fully in a
stronger economy. The authors also call for more attention to energy efficiency and a clean
environment, but note that this need not increase budgetary costs. The best way to achieve these goals
is to use taxes or a system of auctioned and tradable emissions permits to align the price of energy use
with its social costs. The added revenue can then be used to help close the fiscal gap.
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To fund the new initiatives and contribute savings toward balancing the budget, chapter 4
offers a menu of spending cuts that are far more selective than those discussed in the smaller
government plan. But like the smaller government plan, it attempts to identify programs that provide
unwarranted assistance to commercial activities (for example, farm subsidies) or state and local
governments (for example, construction grants for wastewater and drinking water). It also includes
cuts in programs that have not produced benefits commensurate with their costs (for example,
manned space flight) and in programs that could be more efficiently administered (for example,
student loans).
Chapter 5 addresses three large and rapidly growing programs: Social Security, Medicare,
and Medicaid. The authors show that these programs are badly in need of long-term reforms, which
will be less disruptive if made quickly. However, since significant cuts in benefits for those already
retired or approaching retirement age are not desirable, such reforms will produce few budgetary
savings over the next decade. Nonetheless, some savings are identified, primarily from accelerating
(to 2012) implementation of the already enacted increase in the retirement age under Social Security,
from more accurate inflation adjustments to Social Security benefits, and from increased premiums
for Medicare.
Despite its reliance on a number of very controversial spending cuts, the better government
plan necessarily depends heavily on revenue increases to achieve balance in 2014. As noted in
chapter 6 of this book, revenues as a share of GDP fell from 20.8 to 16.6 percent between 2000 and
2003. For this reason, all three plans—including the smaller government plan—must use revenue
increases to fill at least some of the fiscal gap. The better government plan relies on revenue increases
to fill 75 percent of this gap. The biggest increases in revenue come from returning the top four
income tax rates to 2000 levels, raising the Social Security earnings ceiling so that 90 percent of
earnings are taxable, repealing the 2003 capital gains and dividend tax reductions, and retaining the
estate tax with a higher exemption. Throughout this book we refer to these changes as tax increases,
but many are only increases relative to the adjusted baseline presented in chapter 1. Compared with
the official tax code, which assumes that the tax cuts enacted in 2001, 2002, and 2003 will expire in
2010 or before, for most people the changes will still result in a tax reduction.

Improving the Budget Process
As chapter 2 of this book argues, reform of the budget process is essential to restoring fiscal
discipline. Budget process reform should involve at least three elements: first, caps on discretionary
spending that extend for ten years; second, PAYGO rules requiring that any tax cut or increase in
mandatory spending be fully “paid for” by offsetting spending or tax changes over a ten-year period,
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and that these changes normally not be assumed to sunset; and third, a stricter definition of
“emergency spending.” While process reform alone will not restore fiscal responsibility, it can stiffen
the resolve of politicians to do the right thing and provide political cover for resisting deficitincreasing actions.

Conclusion
The authors of this book believe that the nation’s fiscal situation is out of control and could
do serious damage to the economy in coming decades, sapping our national strength, making it much
more difficult to respond to unforeseen contingencies, and passing on an unfair burden to future
generations. Yet no one in a political position to do something about this situation has so far come up
with an adequate solution. The purpose of this volume is to document the enormity of the problem, to
inform citizens about why deficits matter, to suggest the kinds of specific steps that need to be taken,
and to challenge others to do the same.

x

Chapter 1

Growing Deficits and
Why They Matter
Alice Rivlin and Isabel Sawhill1

This book is about the difficult choices that citizens and policymakers must make about the
priorities in the federal budget. Its basic theme is: we can’t have everything; we have to choose
what we want most and how we want to pay for it. Right now, we are trying to have it all: lower
taxes and increased spending—for Social Security, Medicare, defense, homeland security, and
many other programs. The result is a government budget that is out of control and that poses
substantial risks for the future. Our government is now borrowing about half a trillion dollars a
year. But the important point is that there is no end in sight to this tide of red ink. In fact, matters
will get far worse once the baby boom generation begins to retire. If nothing is done, the national
debt is projected to increase by $5.3 trillion in the next decade alone. The interest on this extra
borrowing will cost the average household $3,000 a year, and the economic effects of the deficits
will also lower its income an estimated $1,800.
To be sure, budget projections are very uncertain. They depend on what happens to the
economy, on future spending and taxing actions of Congress, and on unpredictable events at
home and abroad. No one can claim to know exactly what the future will bring. But intelligent
decisions must be based on the most realistic projections that can be made—otherwise they are
just blind guesses.
In this chapter we lay the groundwork for the alternatives presented in the rest of the
book. We show that on reasonable assumptions about the economy the federal budget is likely to
run persistent deficits that reach about $700 billion a year by the end of the decade and remain at
3 percent or more of GDP. These deficits would be much larger—about 5 percent of GDP—if not
offset by short-term surpluses in the major federal retirement programs, Social Security and
Medicare. But we know that the short-term surpluses in these retirement accounts will soon turn
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into deficits as the baby boom retires, creating an unprecedented and unsustainable fiscal gap that
grows larger and larger over the next few decades. The right time to address this problem is now.
The longer we wait to get our fiscal house in order, the greater the risks to the economy and the
more painful the solutions will be.

An Overview of the Federal Budget
In 2003, the federal government spent $2.2 trillion. Over two-fifths of this spending was for just
three large programs: Social Security, Medicare, and Medicaid (figure 1-1).2 About a third of
current spending is for other (primarily) domestic programs—everything from unemployment
insurance and farm subsidies to national parks, education, and programs for the poor. Many of
these programs are funded through the annual appropriations process and, as a result, are referred
to as “discretionary” since the funding for them is less automatic than spending on “mandatory”
programs, such as Social Security or unemployment insurance. Finally, a significant chunk of the
budget goes for defense (19 percent) and for interest on the debt (7 percent).

Figure 1-1. Federal Spending, 2003 Estimate

Social Security, Medicare, and Medicaid 42%
Other Domestic Spending 32%
Defense 19%
Interest on the National Debt 7%

Source: Authors' calculations and Congressional Budget Office, "The Budget and Economic Outlook: An Update," August 2003.
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Figure 1-2. Federal Revenue Sources, 2003 Estimate

Individual Income Taxes 45%
Social Insurance Taxes 40%
Corporate Income Taxes 7%
Other 8%

Source: Congressional Budget Office, "The Budget and Economic Outlook: An Update," August 2003

Total revenues to support these activities fell short of total spending by $374 billion in
3

2003. These revenues come from personal and corporate income taxes, from payroll taxes, and
from other smaller sources such as excise and estate taxes (figure 1-2). Over the past few decades
the share of expenditures being financed by payroll taxes on workers and employers has grown
while the share being financed by taxes on income has shrunk.4
After declining for many years as a share of all outlays, the defense budget is slated to grow
along with spending for homeland security, both of which are of greatly increased importance in
the wake of 9/11 and the war in Iraq. Domestic discretionary programs have been shrinking as a
share of total spending and will probably continue to shrink for the foreseeable future.5 The three
big entitlement programs (Social Security, Medicare, and Medicaid), however, are growing
rapidly. Indeed, expected growth in these programs, along with projected increases in interest on
the debt and defense, will absorb all of the government’s currently projected revenue within eight
years, leaving nothing for any other program (figure 1-3).
Although the composition of federal spending has shifted over time, with more money
being devoted to paying benefits to the elderly and less to other purposes, the overall size of
government relative to the economy has changed little and remains at roughly 20.8 percent of
GDP.
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Figure 1-3. The Big Squeeze
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Where the Deficits Came From
In the 1980s federal deficits grew to worrisome proportions and appeared to be damaging the
performance of the economy and confidence in the government’s ability to manage its fiscal
affairs. Public concern over mounting deficits led politicians of both parties to support aggressive
measures to bring them down. President George H. W. Bush worked with a Democratic Congress
to pass a budget reduction agreement in 1990. President Bill Clinton dealt with a Democratic
Congress in 1993 and a Republican one in 1997 to pass major deficit-cutting packages. These
measures, which required many painful compromises, restrained spending and increased revenues.
With the assistance of a rapidly growing economy in the 1990s, deficits fell and turned into
substantial surpluses by the end of the decade.
But now the surpluses are gone. A weaker economy, tax cuts, and spending increases
(especially for defense and homeland security) combined to turn surpluses into deficits again.
Revenues fell to 16.5 percent of GDP in 2003, well below the average of recent decades, while
spending grew to 20.2 percent of GDP, opening up a deficit gap of 3.7 percent of GDP in 2003.
At the same time, projections of the federal budget outlook have gone through enormous
swings from surplus to deficit in the past few years. As recently as early 2001, the Congressional
Budget Office was projecting large surpluses in the federal budget, aggregating $5.6 trillion over
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Table 1-1. CBO Baseline and Adjusted Baseline, 2003-14
Billions of dollars
2003

2004

2005

2006

Defense

407

452

472

481

489

506

Appropriated spending

419

448

460

467

479

Mandatory spending

1188

1250

1289

1333

Subtotal: spending
excluding interest

2014

2150

2221

157

155

Total spending

2171

Revenue
Deficit or surplus

Net interest

2007 2008 2009
CBO baseline

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

519

533

552

558

578

599

491

502

515

528

542

556

570

1401

1482

1570

1665

1776

1854

1984

2104

2281

2369

2479

2591

2713

2856

2954

3118

3273

184

220

255

282

301

312

318

316

305

291

2305

2405

2501

2624

2761

2892

3025

3174

3270

3423

3564

1770

1825

2064

2276

2421

2564

2723

2880

3165

3430

3634

3815

-401

-480

-341

-225

-203

-197

-169

-145

-9

160

211

251

a

Adjusted baseline
Defense

407

452

475

489

502

522

541

559

584

595

621

649

Appropriated spending

419

448

464

475

491

507

523

541

559

578

598

617

Mandatory spending

1188

1257

1299

1366

1439

1525

1616

1715

1829

1910

2048

2174

Subtotal: spending
excluding interest

2014

2157

2238

2330

2432

2554

2680

2815

2972

3083

3267

3440

157

155

185

229

277

318

354

384

414

447

478

514

Total spending

2171

2312

2423

2559

2709

2872

3034

3199

3386

3530

3745

3954

Revenue

1770

1821

1988

2129

2260

2393

2535

2678

2810

2949

3119

3267

Deficit or surplus

-401

-491

-435

-430

-449

-479

-499

-521

-576

-581

-626

-687

Net interest

Source: Congressional Budget Office, “The Budget and Economic Outlook: An Update,” August 2003; Brookings-Urban Tax Policy
Center; authors’ calculations.
a.
These numbers include CBO estimates for discretionary spending that have been inflated for population growth and CBO estimates
for mandatory spending that have been increased for Medicare reforms, including the drug prescription benefits. Revenues are based
on the Tax Policy Center model, assuming an extension of the 2001, 2002, and 2003 tax cuts beyond 2010 and assuming an
amendment to the alternative minimum tax. See text for more details.

ten years. Now our adjusted projections (explained below) show that these aggregate surpluses
have disappeared and been replaced by aggregate deficits over the next ten years of $5.3 trillion.
To the average person these wild swings seem incomprehensible and suggest that no projections
should be taken seriously.
There is, however, no mystery about how projected surpluses turned into projected
deficits so quickly. The reasons are: (1) the recession of 2001 and the slow recovery, (2) tax cuts,
(3) increased spending, and (4) more realistic assumptions about future budget policy. Although
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the recession was the primary culprit in 2002, most of the deterioration in the budget projections
between 2002 and 2010 is caused by the recent tax cuts and associated increases in interest on the
debt.

The Budget Course for the Next Ten Years
At least twice a year, the Congressional Budget Office publishes baseline projections of the
federal budget for Congress to use in making budget decisions. These projections are designed to
provide a neutral answer to the question: what will happen to federal spending and revenues if
current laws and policies remain unchanged? Congress prescribes certain rules that the CBO must
follow in making baseline projections—for example, the CBO is not allowed to assume that most
expiring tax provisions will be extended, even if they deem the extensions highly probable. These
rules must be kept in mind in interpreting the projections.
The CBO’s most recent projections, published in August 2003 and soon to be updated,
show the budget deficit increasing in fiscal years 2003 and 2004, but declining thereafter and
reaching a surplus of more than $200 billion by the end of ten years (table 1-1). These projections
assume that the current economic recovery continues and that real GDP grows an average of 3
percent a year. This is a reasonable economic forecast, roughly in line with the average views of
private forecasters. We will explore below the effects of faster growth on future deficits.
Although the CBO’s economic projections are reasonable, their budget projections are
distorted by congressional rules. The CBO is required to assume that whatever current law
requires will actually happen. For example, CBO projections assume that long-standing
provisions of the tax code, such as the research and development tax credit, expire and are not
extended. If these provisions were to expire, the deficit would be smaller, but Congress is
unlikely to allow them to do so. More important, the CBO projections assume—because the law
says so—that tax cuts enacted in 2001 expire at the end of 2010 and all tax rates return to their
pre-2001 levels. For example, the estate tax would be fully phased out in 2010 and then be
reinstated in 2011. The additional tax cuts enacted in 2002 and 2003 also expire within the tenyear window. Congress is likely to correct this erratic policy. Indeed, President George Bush has
asked that the new tax provisions be made permanent. The projections also assume that
increasing numbers of taxpayers—as many as 33 million in 2010, compared with roughly 2.4
million today—pay the alternative minimum tax (AMT), although Congress is almost certain to
amend the law to reduce the number of AMT payers substantially. Moreover, the CBO
projections assume that discretionary spending—the money that Congress appropriates on an
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Figure 1-4. Baseline and Adjusted Outcomes as Percent of GDP, 2003-14
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Source: Authors’ calculations and Congressional Budget Office, The Budget and Economic Outlook:
An Update (August 2003).

annual basis—increases only enough to keep up with inflation even though the population is
growing.
To give a more realistic picture of how both spending and revenues might grow over the
next ten years, we have altered the assumptions in the following ways and extended the
projections for one more year to fiscal year 2014 (figure 1-4 and table 1-1).

We assume that:
—discretionary spending increases in line with population growth as well as inflation; that
is, we assume that real discretionary spending per person is held constant;
—Congress will extend temporary tax provisions now on the books and make the 2001,
2002, and 2003 tax changes permanent; and
— Congress will restrict the growth of the number of taxpayers subject to the alternative
minimum tax.

We also added the cost of the prescription drug benefit and other changes in Medicare
enacted at the end of the first session of this Congress.
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These adjustments transform the deficit outlook. Instead, of moving toward balance over
the decade, the deficit averages more than 3 percent of GDP over the ten-year period and remains
at $687 billion in 2014. Moreover, the major retirement programs ( Social Security, Medicare,
and the government’s own programs for federal employees) run substantial cash surpluses in this
period. If these surpluses are excluded, the annual deficits average more than 5 percent of GDP
and reach more than $1 trillion in 2014.

Deficits beyond 2014
Although the deficits expected over the coming ten years are very large, they pale beside those
projected in subsequent decades if policies do not change. As the generation born after World
War II retires, longevity continues to increase, and medical costs keep rising, federal spending for
retirement programs will accelerate rapidly. The CBO projects that if benefits are not changed,
spending for Social Security will rise from 4.2 percent of GDP in 2010 to 5.9 percent by 2030 and
6.2 percent by 2050.6 Even if medical care costs rise only 1 percent faster than per capita GDP—
an optimistic assumption in view of recent increases—expenditures for Medicare and Medicaid
would rise from 4.8 percent of GDP in 2010 to 8.4 percent in 2030 to 11.5 percent in 2050.
Unless Americans are willing to shoulder a continuously rising tax burden, they must find ways
to reduce these exploding costs before rising debt and interest costs engulf the budget and sap the
economy’s strength.

Why Deficits Matter
Unless the public is convinced that deficits matter and matter quite a lot, political leaders have
little incentive to do much about them. They may talk about the need for fiscal discipline and
even propose small measures that move the federal budget in that direction, but serious deficit
reduction is not likely to be a winning political strategy.
Democrats have learned that hair-shirt policies don’t win them any friends and may even
backfire. The Clinton administration spent eight years trying to bring the deficits it inherited
under control only to see the surpluses that emerged at the end of their time in office used to
finance a large tax cut that primarily benefited a Republican constituency. Republicans, for their
part, have gone from being the party of fiscal discipline to the party that sees deficits as a useful
tool for constraining federal spending and shrinking the size of government. The public, in the
meantime, is confused. They hear in one speech that deficit-producing tax cuts are exactly what
we need to produce jobs and growth and in another that tax cuts are a risky strategy that
ultimately reduces standards of living. They are no longer sure what to believe. The problem is
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that deficits may be good when the economy is operating below its capacity with a lot of
unemployment but bad once it has recovered. For countries, as for families, borrowing to meet
emergencies is different from borrowing on a sustained basis to live beyond one’s means. As
President Bush has noted, deficits during wartime or recession may be entirely appropriate. For
this reason, current deficits are beneficial in the short run because they are stimulating the
economy and putting people back to work. Very little of the rising debt burden projected over the
next decade, however, is related to temporary economic stimulus or short-run emergencies such
as the war in Iraq. These deficits will persist for the foreseeable future, because spending is
projected to grow faster than revenue.
So just how bad are deficits, and how can the long-term damage they create be better
communicated to the public? Here we consider five arguments in favor of greater fiscal
responsibility.
Effects on Long-term Growth. Our colleague Charles Schultze once likened deficits not to
the wolf at the door, but to termites in the woodwork. By this he meant that deficits gradually
weaken the ability of workers to produce goods and services, thereby constraining wage increases
and the growth of family incomes. Wage increases depend on how fast worker productivity grows.
A major key to productivity growth, in turn, is investment in expanded business facilities and
know-how—everything from robotics on the factory floor to a computer on every desk. 7 But
when governments run deficits, they must compete with businesses for scarce financial capital,
driving up its cost or reducing its availability to the private sector. 8 Just how much damage
currently projected deficits will do depends on several assumptions, such as how much money we
are able to borrow from abroad. But a conservative estimate is that a $5.3 trillion accumulation of
additional debt over the next ten years would reduce national income by $212 billion annually at
the end of the period. This translates into about $1,800 less annual income for the average
household than they otherwise would have earned.9
Household Finance. Households as well as businesses will find it more difficult to borrow
to buy a home, a car, or a college education for their children. Interest rates are likely to rise at
least 1 percentage point, based on estimates from a variety of studies.10 This translates into higher
costs for most households. For example, monthly payments on a thirty-year fixed-rate mortgage
of $250,000 rise from $1,500 to $1,663 when interest rates rise from 6 percent to 7 percent. Over
the life of the loan, this household ends up paying about $2,000 a year in extra interest payments
to the lender.11 Some industries, such as housing, automobiles, furniture, and appliances will be
more affected than others. In addition, younger households that are still buying and furnishing
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their homes are likely to be adversely affected while retirees with substantial assets will gain by
earning more on their fixed-income investments.
Dependence on the Rest of the World. When government borrowing is growing faster than
American domestic saving, domestic investment will be squeezed unless Americans are able to
borrow from other countries. In recent years foreigners have provided much of the capital that has
enabled American productivity to rise. In 2002, foreigners purchased 58 percent of new Treasury
debt.12 But such borrowing is costly. To begin with, part of our future income will be owed to the
citizens of other countries. Second, high rates of borrowing from abroad that increase our net
indebtedness to the rest of the world create risks for the economy. We are now borrowing to the
tune of half a trillion dollars a year.13 One danger is that foreigners will lose confidence in the
United States and stop sending us their money. The value of the dollar would then fall—indeed
some decline has already occurred—and our living standards would suffer as we had to pay more,
by way of increased exports, for the goods we buy from abroad. Although the fall of the dollar
would likely be gradual, there is some chance of a precipitous drop, which could lead to a sharp
interest rate spike and possibly trigger a recession. An even more pessimistic scenario would be a
financial crisis similar to those experienced when investors lost confidence in Argentina, Mexico,
or East Asia. Finally, this dependence on the rest of the world for inflows of capital is not only
risky for the United States, but also bad for the rest of the world. It is ironic, and some would say
immoral, that the wealthiest nation in the world is forced to borrow from other countries to
maintain current consumption. 14
Debt-Servicing Costs. Interest obligations of the federal government are slated to grow
from $155 billion in 2004 to $514 billion in 2014, or by $359 billion. These extra costs are the
result of both rising interest rates and increased borrowing by the federal government. By 2014,
more than one out of every five dollars collected in individual income taxes (or all of corporate
income taxes collected) will be needed just to pay these added debt-servicing costs, leaving less
revenue to pay for the other things that government provides.15 For example, just the projected
increase in annual interest payments between now and 2014 would be enough to finance more
than half of all projected defense spending in that year.
Imposing a Burden on Future Generations. There is no way to avoid paying the costs of
government forever. Lower taxes now mean higher taxes later on. Today’s children and young
adults and their descendants will have to pay the bill. Meanwhile, deficits are likely to put
downward pressure on spending for education, nutrition, and health care that could make today’s
children more productive and thus better able to pay these future bills.
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Can We Expect to Grow out of the Deficits?
Deficits are very sensitive to the rate of economic growth. Official CBO projections (and the
adjusted baseline used in this volume) are based on the assumption that the economy will grow at
an average annual real rate of 3 percent over the next decade.16 This forecast reflects the effects
the CBO expects recent tax cuts to have on both short- and long-term growth.
A faster or slower rate of economic growth than the CBO (and most private forecasters)
project could change the deficit picture materially. For example, a real growth rate of 4 percent
rather than 3 percent would eliminate the deficit at the end of ten years.17 On the other hand, a
slower rate of growth than that forecast would have the opposite effect, ballooning deficits to
much higher levels.
How likely are these alternative economic scenarios and the different deficit pictures they
imply? First, it must be noted that all projections, including the CBO’s, are often wrong. Second,
projections have as frequently been too optimistic as too pessimistic. Finally, although the
economy has often averaged much more than 3 percent real growth for a quarter or even for a
year, it has done so over an entire decade only once since World War II—and that was during the
1960s, when the economy managed to survive the entire decade without suffering an economic
downturn. The annual real growth rate during the decades of the 1970s, 1980s, and 1990s
averaged close to 3 percent.
Many people believe that recent tax cuts may encourage more work, more saving, and
more investment by increasing the after-tax return for such activities. At the same time, tax cuts
may make some people feel wealthier than they were before and, as a result, may cause them to
work, save, and invest less. Finally, tax cuts that are deficit-financed absorb savings by
households and businesses that could otherwise go into private investment and thus tend to affect
economic growth adversely.
Most studies, including those done by scholars, by the CBO, and by the Congressional
Joint Committee on Taxation, find that the net effects of recent tax cuts on longer-term economic
growth are negligible. For example, the CBO concludes that “the revenue measures enacted since
2001 will boost labor supply by between 0.4 and 0.6 percent from 2004 to 2008 and up to 0.2
percent in 2009 to 2013 … but the tax legislation will probably have a negative effect on saving,
investment, and capital accumulation over the next 10 years…. The tax laws’ net effect on
potential output … will probably be negative in the second five years.”18
The effects of tax cuts might be more positive if more of the revenue loss were offset by
cutting back other spending or raising other revenues. As it is, it’s hard to escape the conclusion
that recent tax cuts have done little if anything to improve the nation’s long-term growth
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prospects and may have harmed them. What is needed to enhance long-term growth is higher
national saving—not the lower saving generated by bigger deficits.
Of course, economic growth rates are quite unpredictable. U.S. growth might turn out to be
higher than expected for any number of reasons. If that should happen, taking actions now to
make sharp reductions in the budget deficit would still be good policy. The chances that we
would somehow “overdo” deficit reduction are tiny to begin with, particularly when we take into
account that ten years from now, even with substantially higher growth, the budget deficit outside
of the government retirement programs will still be very large. Politically, measures strong
enough to slash the deficit radically, while devilishly difficult to enact, are easy to undo. In the
unlikely event that deficit reduction threatens to go too far, removing the threat will be no
problem. But a mistake in the opposite direction gets harder to correct the longer deficits persist.

Deficit Goals and Policy Choices
Almost no one thinks that currently projected deficits are a good thing. But there is disagreement
about how much priority should be given to reducing them and what our deficit reduction goals
should be.
A limited objective would be to reduce deficits to 1 percent or 2 percent of GDP on the
grounds that the nation has lived with deficits of this size in the past and could survive living with
them in the future. A more ambitious goal would be to eliminate the deficit excluding the trust
funds for Social Security, Medicare, and government pensions. These programs have their own
dedicated revenues and are now producing large cash-flow surpluses that are masking the size of
the deficit in the rest of the government. These retirement program surpluses, however, will soon
begin to disappear, so it seems shortsighted to allow them to hide the true magnitude of the
deficits that will confront us in the future. The deficit projected for 2014, excluding the retirement
accounts, is just over $1 trillion.
In this volume, we take a middle ground and focus on reducing the deficit in the unified
budget to zero over a ten-year period. Even this relatively modest goal will require difficult
choices and strong political will. The budget deficit problem cannot be solved in the abstract. It
will require choosing to take specific actions that have political risks. The purpose of the next
chapter is to give concrete illustrations of the type of spending cuts or tax increases that would be
required to achieve budget balance in a decade. We hope these illustrations will give the reader a
sense of the magnitude of the policy changes that would be required to balance the budget and
stimulate serious discussion of different ways of doing so.
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Chapter 2

Getting to Balance:
Three Alternative Plans
Ron Haskins, Alice Rivlin, and Isabel Sawhill

When a budget is in deficit there are only two ways—other than faster growth in the economy—
to bring it into balance. Spending must be cut or revenue increased. Both are difficult to achieve
politically and sure to cause pain. After all, deficits do not happen accidentally. Spending
programs are enacted because a majority of Congress deems the activities they support to be
necessary or at least desirable. Beneficiaries of federal spending—whether they receive Medicare
or a contract to build Navy airplanes or work in a local Head Start program—are sure to oppose
cuts in their particular program. Moreover, they are likely to be more vocal than those who might
benefit marginally from the corresponding cut in the deficit. Similarly, tax increases are certain to
be unpopular. Even if the group whose taxes are raised is small, its members will argue strongly
that the increase is damaging and unfair, while the larger group that stands to benefit from deficit
reduction is unlikely to express support for the increase.
In this chapter we illustrate three plans for reaching balance in the unified budget over the
next decade—plans that differ in the way they mix spending cuts and revenue increases to get to
balance (table 2-1). For convenience we call them the smaller government plan, the larger
government plan, and the better government plan. All three plans start from the adjusted baseline
projections described in chapter 1. These projections indicate that, in the absence of policy
change, the deficit in 2014 will be about $687 billion. Balancing the unified budget by that year
will produce interest savings of around $153 billion, leaving a deficit of $534 billion to be
eliminated by spending reductions or revenue increases. Choosing the more stringent criterion of
balancing the budget excluding the federal retirement programs necessitates additional deficit
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Table 2-1. Illustrative Changes in 2014 by Plan Type
Billions of dollars
Smaller
Government
Item
Plan
Total deficit reduction
687
Interest payment reduction
-153
Tax increase
134
Programmatic spending net
change
-400
Defense net change
0
Increase
0
Decrease
0
Non-defense net change
-400
Increase
0
Decrease
-400

Larger
Government
Plan
687
-153
629

Better
Government
Plan
687
-153
401

95
-60
0
-60
155
185
-30

-134
-60
0
-60
-74
41
-115

Source: Authors’ calculations and Congressional Budget Office, “The Budget and Economic Outlook:
An Update,” August 2003.

reduction of $316 billion. As the plans amply illustrate, even meeting the less ambitious target
requires tough choices that are sure to be unpopular.
Our three plans reflect three contrasting views about the role of the federal government.
The smaller government plan emphasizes spending reduction and is likely to appeal to people
who believe that
—the federal government is too big and has taken on too many responsibilities;
—with the exception of national security, the objectives of many federal programs could
be attained more effectively by states, localities, or private organizations and
individuals;
—the economy would operate more productively if the federal government were smaller
and less intrusive.
The larger government plan, by contrast, emphasizes revenue increases and cuts in
defense spending to fund existing domestic programs and new initiatives. It will appeal to those
who believe that
—most domestic programs of the federal government should be continued;
—new initiatives should be added to achieve such goals as helping low-income people,
preserving the environment, or improving education;
—taxes must be raised to fund a more activist government in a fiscally responsible way.
The better government plan is likely to appeal to those who believe that
—government performance could be improved by reducing less effective programs to
make room for higher-priority activities such as making work more attractive and
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rewarding to low-income people, increasing health care coverage, supporting the states
in improving education, and preserving the environment;
—these objectives should be met without increasing the size of government and with as
much reliance on market forces as possible.
The plan involves a restructuring of both defense and non-defense spending. To achieve balance
in 2014 the plan relies on modest net spending reduction combined with tax increases to restore
revenues to their historic share of GDP.

The Smaller Government Plan
This plan achieves balance over ten years by cutting $400 billion (about 75 percent of the
projected deficit minus interest savings) from projected domestic spending in 2014. It also
includes revenue increases of $134 billion (about 25 percent of the projected deficit), achieved
without changing either tax rates or tax brackets (table 2-2). The smaller government plan would
reduce total spending as a share of GDP from 20.2 percent in 2003 to 18.3 percent in 2014. That
might sound like a modest reduction. But rising wages and prices, especially the price of medical
care, tend to increase the cost of government faster than the economy grows, while beneficiaries
of retirement programs are increasing. Hence, quite drastic program cuts are required to reduce
government’s share of GDP by even 1 percentage point.
The programs reduced or eliminated in the smaller government plan have passionate
defenders and strong political support. That is why they were enacted and have remained in the

Table 2-2. A Smaller Government Plan to Balance the Budget in 2014 Primarily by Cutting Spending
Item
Billions of dollars
Total deficit reduction
687
Minus debt service savings
-153
Subtotal: tax increases and spending cuts to eliminate deficit
534
Plus funding for new initiatives
0
Total: tax increases and spending cuts to eliminate deficit
534
Changes in the budget
Revenue change
Spending cuts
Commercial subsidies
Devolution
Wasteful spending
Non-defense discretionary
Entitlement

134
-400
-138
-123
-7
-58
-74

Source: Authors’ calculations and Congressional Budget Office, “The Budget and Economic Outlook: An
Update,” August 2003. See other tables in this chapter. Note that sums do not add to totals because of
rounding.
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budget. Indeed, putting together a deficit reduction plan that relies heavily on spending cuts
illustrates the political difficulty—some would say impossibility—of achieving balance this way.
But unless political leaders are prepared to take unpopular actions on either the spending or the
revenue side of the budget or both, fiscal responsibility will not be restored. Politicians who talk
vaguely of “reducing big government” must get specific about the programs that must be cut if
their approach is to be taken seriously.
Over much of the past century, the federal government enacted thousands of new
spending programs. Some no longer have a persuasive rationale. Maybe they were enacted to
shield an industry whose protection can no longer be justified. Maybe they were undertaken to
encourage state or local governments to pay attention to problems they were neglecting or groups
they were not serving. By now, however, these programs have ardent defenders, and the need for
federal funding has diminished. Moreover, the plethora of federal grants and mandates, with their
onerous and sometimes conflicting requirements, impedes the effective execution of legitimate
state and local government functions. Still other programs may simply be ineffective, wasteful, or
badly managed. The smaller government plan illustrates how the federal budget might be
balanced by weeding out inappropriate, obsolete, and low-priority federal activities.

Reducing Commercial Subsidies
Public subsidies to commercial activities, while sometimes justified by temporary emergencies,
tend to postpone needed adjustments to economic and technological change and lead to
misallocation of capital and ultimately to a lower standard of living. If public subsidies to
commercial activities were eliminated from the federal budget, the deficit would decline and
economic growth would likely increase.
Examples of commercial subsidy programs that could be eliminated or privatized—
meaning that service would continue but fees would cover the costs—abound. In 2001 the Cato
Institute drew up a list of eighty such programs.1 Eliminating or privatizing those eighty programs
would save a total of about $137.5 billion in 2014 (see table 2-3 for an illustrative list). The
commercial subsidies take a variety of forms. For example, the Export-Import Bank provides
subsidized services to American companies that do business outside the United States. These
activities are of questionable value and, in any case, should be paid for by the businesses that use
them. Eliminating this bank would save $2.7 billion in 2014. The Energy Department subsidizes
applied research for fossil fuels although energy markets provide ample incentives for companies
to develop new ways to find fossil fuels and bring them to market. About $0.7 billion could be
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Table 2-3.The Smaller Government Plan: Illustrative Cuts in Commercial Subsidies
Billions of dollars
Item
2014
Export-Import Bank
$2.7
Energy Department applied research for fossil fuels
0.7
Airport improvement program
3.4
Agriculture commodity price supports
23.0
Army Corps of Engineers
7.2
Department of Energy science and research
4.7
Community Development Block Grants
8.0
Air traffic control
10.4
Agency for International Development
3.8
a
Total cuts in Cato proposal
$137.5
Source: Stephen Silvinski, “The Corporate Welfare Budget: Bigger Than Ever,”Cato Institute Policy
Analysis 415, October 10, 2001. See table 1.
a. This list is illustrative of the total $137.5 billion in possible cuts. Our estimate is based on adjusting
the total savings of the Cato cuts by our inflation and population adjuster.

saved in 2014 by eliminating the fossil fuels program. Similarly, the Federal Aviation
Administration provides grants to large and medium-sized hub airports to expand runways,
improve security, and make other capital improvements when it would be far more efficient to
pay for these activities through user fees charged to the airplanes and passengers who use the
facilities. Terminating this program would save $3.4 billion in 2014.

Returning Functions to the States
In the 1930s, Congress began setting up agencies and programs to carry out activities such as
health, housing, education, and transportation that had hitherto been state responsibilities.
Hundreds of “categorical grants” influenced state and local spending priorities by providing
federal funds to be spent in conformance with strict guidelines, often accompanied by the
requirement that the state or local jurisdiction come up with money to match the federal
contribution.
The explosion of federal categorical grants arguably led to excessive paperwork;
overlapping, conflicting, and inappropriate federal requirements; and wasteful, ineffective
spending. Presidents Nixon and Reagan both tried to clarify the responsibilities of the different
levels of government and combine categorical grants into block grants to give states more
flexibility. Neither appreciably reduced either the blizzard of grant programs or the confusion of
responsibilities.
Eliminating federal spending for a range of activities more appropriate to state and local
governments would help reduce the federal deficit. It would also encourage citizens to hold their
state and local governments accountable for performing these functions without turning to the
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federal government for help. State and local dollars would no longer flow through the costly
federal bureaucracy before returning to state and local governments in the form of grants. State
and local governments would also be relieved of the costs of conforming to federal requirements.
Services might also improve, because responsibility for delivering them would rest with
governments that are more in touch with what citizens need than Washington is.
The smaller government plan would eliminate all federal discretionary spending for
elementary and secondary education, housing and urban development, manpower training and
related programs, environmental protection, and law enforcement. Eliminating Department of
Education programs for elementary and secondary education would save $55.6 billion in 2014.
Eliminating all discretionary spending programs in the Department of Housing and Urban
Development would save another $42.4 billion in 2014. Eliminating Labor Department spending
for training and employment services, Employment Service/one-stops, community service for
older Americans, veterans training, and disability programs would save $9.9 billion. Cutting all
Environmental Protection Agency spending for clean water, drinking water, brownfields, targeted
water infrastructure, Superfund, and related programs would save another $11.2 billion. And
eliminating Justice Department spending for state and local law enforcement assistance would
save $3.9 billion.
Devolving all these activities to the states and their localities would reduce federal
spending in 2014 by $123 billion (table 2-4). It would radically reduce the role of the federal
government in aiding states and localities and pass the deficit down to lower levels of government
already struggling to maintain budget balance. States and localities would have to decide whether
to continue the services no longer supported by the federal government and, if so, how to pay for
them. Lower federal taxes would make it somewhat easier for states and localities to raise
revenue. Poorer states would be harder hit than wealthier ones because federal grants tend to
compensate for interstate inequalities in resources. Some would argue for replacing the

Table 2-4. The Smaller Government Plan: Cuts through Devolution
Billions of dollars
Item
2014
$55.6
Elementary, secondary, and other education
42.4
Housing programs
9.9
Manpower training programs
11.2
Environmental Protection Agency programs
3.9
Justice: state and local
$123.0
Total
Source: Executive Office of the President, Budget of the U.S. Government: Fiscal Year 2004
(February 2003).
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categorical grants with a new program of federal revenue sharing for general purposes distributed
on the basis of a formula that would favor poorer states. We have not included such a program
here because doing so would offset much of the deficit reduction that spending cuts promise.

Reducing Wasteful Spending
The 2003 congressional budget resolution required the General Accounting Office and all
authorizing committees of the House of Representatives to identify waste, fraud, and abuse in
mandatory spending programs within their jurisdiction. The GAO and the committees were then
required to summarize their findings in a written report to the House Budget Committee. On
October 2, 2003, committee chairman Jim Nussle released a report summarizing the findings
2

from these reports. Most of the major savings proposals uncovered by this exercise are listed in
table 2-5. The total savings, most of which were based on estimates either by CBO or by GAO, is
$7 billion in 2014.
Of course, one person’s waste is another person’s absolutely necessary spending. Few of
these proposals for savings would be politically popular; indeed, if there were no resistance to
making these cuts, they would have been made long ago. But if Congress were under pressure to
reduce spending, most of these proposals would be less painful than other cuts in the smaller
government plan.
Additional Cuts in Non-Defense Discretionary Spending
Rapid increases in discretionary spending, which amounted to nearly 40 percent of total federal
spending in 2003, illustrate the absence of federal budget discipline in recent years. In the six
years between 1994 and 1999, discretionary spending rose about 1 percent a year on average, and
in 1996 it declined. During four of those years, defense spending fell, with the average for the
period -1 percent. But even non-defense discretionary spending increased an average of only

Table 2-5. The Smaller Government Plan: Cuts in Wasteful Spending
Billions of dollars
Item
Competitive bidding in Medicare
Reduce overpayments in Supplemental Security Income program
Reduce overpayments in Unemployment Compensation program
Require states to comparison shop for Medicaid drugs

2014
$1.0
2.0
2.0
2.0

$7.0
Total
Source: House Budget Committee, “Sampling of Waste, Fraud, and Abuse from Committee: GAO
Submissions,” October 2, 2003 (press release).
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around 3 percent. By contrast, the five years between 2000 and 2004 have seen explosive
growth—averaging 9.5 percent a year—in discretionary spending, according to the CBO. Defense
led the way with average increases of 10.5 percent, but non-defense discretionary spending also
rose rapidly, with yearly increases averaging well over 8.5 percent and reaching an amazing 12
percent in 2002. Increased spending on homeland security after the attacks of September 11,
2001, undoubtedly played an important role in this remarkable rise in discretionary spending.
Even so, this brief review of the budget figures shows that offsetting cuts in other spending
categories were few and negligible. In other words, our policy is now not just simultaneous
increases in spending on guns and butter, but increases in spending on homeland security as well.
Most of the programs eliminated in the smaller government plan for commercial
subsidies and all the programs ended under the devolution proposals are domestic discretionary
programs. Three additional cuts in domestic discretionary spending are listed in table 2-6. These
include terminating the National Aeronautic and Space Administration’s program of manned
flight, ending earmarks for local projects in the highway construction program, and slowing the
rate of growth of the National Institutes of Health. The combined savings from these three cuts is
$22.9 billion in 2014.
According to our adjusted baseline projections for non-defense discretionary spending
(based on the assumption that annual growth over the next decade will equal inflation plus
population growth), such spending will increase an average of less than 3.6 percent a year. Given
the annual average increase of more than 8.5 percent in recent years, even achieving 3.6 percent
would be remarkable. Nonetheless, in an effort to balance the budget by holding down the size of
government, a more stringent cap would be plausible. Imposing a 2.5 percent annual cap on
nominal growth in non-defense discretionary spending would force hard choices. If growth were
allowed in a few programs, others would have to grow at less than the rate of inflation, some
would be cut in nominal dollars, and some might be terminated. The saving in 2014 from the 2.5

Table 2-6. The Smaller Government Plan: Cuts in Non-Defense Discretionary Spending
Billions of dollars
Item
2014
$9.0
Reduced National Aeronautics and Space Administration
1.9
Highway earmarks for local projects
12.0
Slow growth of National Institutes of Health (2 percent in real terms)
35.5
Cap on remaining discretionary spending
$58.4
Total
Source: Executive Office of the President, Budget of the U.S. Government: Fiscal Year 2004
(February 2003).
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percent cap against the baseline that remains after the other cuts in discretionary spending is
$35.5 billion (table 2-6).

Reducing Entitlement Spending
Politicians and voters are understandably reluctant to cut Social Security, Medicare, or Medicaid
benefits, because elderly, disabled, and low-income people depend heavily on these programs.
Moreover, it seems unfair to cut benefits for current retirees—or those eligible to retire in the near
future—who have planned their retirement on the expectation of receiving these benefits.
Nevertheless, although few elected officials are willing to say so, retirement programs must be
modified to avoid their consuming the entire federal budget. Over the next thirty years, as more
and more baby boomers retire, longevity continues to increase, and medical costs rise, the
liabilities of Social Security, Medicare, and Medicaid will explode. If the current budget problem
is a gale, the long-term problem is a hurricane.
Because of the importance of advance notice, proposals to constrain spending for the
retirement programs do not generate large budget savings in the near term, so it is tempting to
postpone them. Delaying the reductions, however, just makes the necessary changes larger. The
smaller government plan contains a list of reductions in entitlement benefits (primarily in Social
Security, Medicare, and Medicaid) that contribute roughly $74 billion to budget balance in 2014
and generate much larger savings in the years that follow (see table 2-7). Several of these
proposals are described in chapter 5; the rest are to be found in the CBO publication Budget
Options. 3
The reform that would save the most involves revising the way Social Security benefits
are adjusted for inflation. As explained in more detail in chapter 5, the Census Bureau has known
for many years that the consumer price index (CPI), which is now used to adjust Social Security
benefits each year, overstates growth in the cost of living. Substituting a more accurate index
developed by the Bureau of Labor Statistics would reduce Social Security spending in 2014 by
$17 billion while fully protecting the elderly against inflation. If the new index were also applied
to the personal exemption, the standard deduction, and the income levels that define tax brackets,
another $18 billion could be saved in 2014 through increased income taxes and reduced spending
in a few additional programs (these latter savings are listed in table 2-8 under revenue increases.)
An additional $16 billion could be saved in 2014 by reducing the federal subsidy for
supplemental medical insurance (SMI) premiums for most Medicare enrollees. When Medicare
was enacted in 1965, the SMI premium was set to cover half of program costs, but the share of
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Table 2-7. The Smaller Government Plan: Cuts in Entitlements
Billions of dollars
Item
Medicaid
Reduce enhanced match for administration
Reduce spending for Medicaid administration

$2.0
4.5

Social Security
Raise retirement age starting in 2012
Consumer price index adjustment: benefits

1.4
17.0

Medicare
Indirect teaching payments
Reduce direct payments for medical education
Premium increase in supplemental medical insurance
Payments to managed care
Convert Graduate Medicare Education to block grant
Convert DSH payments to block grant
Partially reduce prospective payment system update factor
Simplify cost sharing
Reduce payments to home health care
Reduce copayments on home health episodes

5.0
1.1
16.0
5.0
2.0
3.0
4.1
2.0
3.5
1.5

Other Programs
Voucher for federal employees health benefit
Limit cost-of-living adjustment for federal employees

Total

2014

3.9
2.0

$74.0

Sources: Henry J. Aaron and Peter R. Orszag, chapter 5 of this volume, and Congressional Budget Office,
Budget Options (March 2003).

costs covered by premiums has declined over the years to 25 percent. Under the proposal
discussed in chapter 5, the fee would gradually be raised to a minimum of 35 percent of cost for
Medicare enrollees other than those with low incomes, rising to 80 percent for couples with
incomes greater than $400,000.
Another major savings proposal, discussed in detail in the CBO volume, Budget Options,
would decrease Medicare payments to hospitals through the prospective payment system. Savings
of more than $4.1 billion can be produced in 2014 by slightly reducing the update factor, a policy
justified by the substantial profit that hospitals make on the average Medicare recipient who
receives inpatient care.
These and the other savings proposals outlined in the table achieve our goal of $400
billion in 2014. These cuts involve drastic changes in what the federal government does and its
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Table 2-8. The Smaller Government Plan: Revenue Increases
Billions of dollars
Item
Tax credit for exclusion of interest income on state and local debt
Include employer-paid life insurance in taxable income
Include in adjusted gross income all income earned abroad by U.S.
citizens
Eliminate some rules for inventory sales
Increase excise tax on cigarettes by 50 cents
Increase alcohol tax to $16 per proof gallon
Increase tax on motor fuel by 12 cents a gallon
Freeze estate tax at 2009 level
Consumer price index adjustment
Improve enforcement
Total
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2014
$2.0
2.0
5.0
7.0
7.0
6.0
20.0
30.0
18.0
37.0
$134.0

Sources: Henry J. Aaron and Peter R. Orszag, chapter 5 in this volume, and Congressional Budget Office,
Budget Options (March 2003).

relation to the state, local, and private sectors. Whether the political system could adopt these
changes—or even a substantial portion of them—depends heavily on whether the Republican
Party returns to its historic goal of reducing the size of government.
Under normal circumstances, cuts as large as those proposed in the smaller government
plan would be deemed impossible. But circumstances are not normal. Action must be taken to
control unsustainable deficits. If spending cuts are to dominate the anti-deficit action,
Republicans, both because they control Congress and the presidency and because their tax cuts
contribute importantly to future deficits, will have to lead the way. The spending cuts in the
smaller government plan are not the only possible cuts, but they illustrate the magnitude of the
challenge.

Revenue Increases
The spending cuts illustrated above are drastic, but still they do not generate enough savings to
balance even the unified budget in 2014—not to mention the budget excluding retirement
program surpluses. The authors have therefore resorted to revenue increases to achieve balance,
even though advocates of smaller government generally oppose any tax increases.
In recent years, tax cutting (especially reducing income tax rates) appears to have become
more important to Republicans than balancing the budget, so most tax increases would likely be
opposed by most Republicans in Congress as well as by the Bush administration. Nevertheless,
only a few years ago Republicans were vehement about the importance of a balanced federal
budget. Indeed, they felt so strongly about it that they sponsored, and came within a few votes of
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passing, legislation to amend the Constitution to require Congress to balance the federal budget
each year. If the consequences of large deficits were to create pressure to balance the budget,
some Republicans might recapture the budget-balance fervor of the 1990s and support modest
revenue increases as part of a package that depends primarily on spending cuts.
To maximize appeal to advocates of smaller government, this package avoids two kinds
of tax increases. It includes no changes in the tax rates or tax brackets enacted in the tax
legislation of 2001 and 2003. Nor does it change the capital gains tax, which was also modified in
2003. Few elected Republicans would support such changes. Moreover, low tax rates increase
economic activity and are consistent with the Republican philosophy of small government.
A set of tax code changes consistent with these criteria is shown in table 2-8. Six have
modest revenue effect, but the other four produce significant additional revenue in 2014. The first
would raise the federal tax on motor fuels 12 cents a gallon, bringing the total federal tax to 30.4
cents a gallon for gas (36.4 cents a gallon for diesel fuel.) In addition to raising more than $20
billion in 2014, these increases in the cost of motor fuel would decrease fuel consumption, reduce
pollution and traffic congestion, and persuade some Americans to purchase more fuel-efficient
cars and trucks. They would also, however, increase trucking and other transportation costs,
contributing to higher prices for many goods and services. And the price increases would fall
disproportionately on lower-income consumers.
A second substantial increase in revenue could be achieved by partially reversing the
estate tax changes enacted in the tax legislation of 2001. As discussed in more detail in chapter 6
(see table 6-2), estates are taxed based on the value of assets transferred at death. The 2001 tax
law reduced the estate tax by raising the amount of estate value exempted from the tax. The
amount exempted was set at $1 million for 2002 and then gradually increased until it reached
$3.5 million in 2009. The 2001 tax act also decreased the estate tax rate from a maximum of 55
percent to 45 percent. In 2010, the entire tax would be repealed. Retaining the 2009 version of the
tax and dropping the tax rate to 35 percent would still greatly reduce the estate tax from its 2001
level, and only about 10,000 estates would pay the tax. Yet federal revenues would increase by
about $30 billion in 2014. Ironically, the biggest revenue producer in our plan, worth $37 billion
in 2014, is simply to give the Internal Revenue Service the resources it needs to enforce the tax
laws we already have (see chapter 6 for details).

The Larger Government Plan
Many people will find unpalatable the kind of retrenchment required by the smaller government
option. Indeed they argue that the federal government should be doing more not less than it now
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is to address various national problems. They point to the many citizens who lack health
insurance, to the schools that fail to educate children, to global warming and other environmental
problems that are not being adequately addressed. They argue that too many children are growing
up in poverty and too many adults are out of work or earning too little to support a family. They
emphasize that the distribution of income in the United States is not only less equal than it is in
other advanced countries but that the gap between rich and poor has widened in recent decades
and been exacerbated by recent tax cuts that have favored the affluent over the middle class or the
poor. They believe that U.S. military strength needs to be supplemented by efforts to address
world poverty, disease, and lack of literacy and by greater sharing of the burden with our allies.
Those who favor a more robust federal role note that the private sector has no incentive to
address the above-mentioned problems. State and local governments could, in principle, pick up
some additional responsibilities but lack the fiscal capacity to do so and will face increased
demands on their limited resources as baby boomers increase Medicaid costs that have been
rising at double-digit rates for more than a decade. Furthermore, states are constrained in their
ability to raise taxes by their need to remain competitive with other jurisdictions.
The issue is not just whether it is desirable to address some or all of these problems but
also what the effects would be on the nation’s economy, on the social fabric, and on the wellbeing of the average citizen. Unlike those who favor smaller government, advocates of a stronger
federal role believe that it is possible to design effective programs to accomplish various social
objectives without compromising growth or international competitiveness. They point to other
advanced countries that have far larger public sectors and higher tax burdens than the United
States, along with more public amenities, less inequality, and fewer social problems, and whose
rates of growth and ability to compete have not been significantly affected as a result. While few
argue that the United States should adopt a European-style welfare state or that programs don’t
need to be carefully crafted to avoid unintended consequences, these advocates of a more activist
government reject the idea that individual welfare could not be greatly improved through
collective action.
This vision is not an entirely partisan affair. Many members of the public and their
elected representatives from both parties share at least some of these concerns and want to see
them addressed. Still, a natural place to look to see how an advocate of this point of view might
address various social priorities and simultaneously deal with looming deficits is to review what
the various candidates for the 2004 Democratic presidential nomination have proposed. Different
candidates have espoused different agendas, of course, but those agendas share several common
themes, including extending health care to more of those who now lack it; providing states with
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funds for homeland security, education, and infrastructure; providing access to higher education
and to a preschool experience for the young; and preserving or enhancing Social Security and
Medicare benefits for the elderly. On foreign policy, most candidates favor more sharing of costs
with our allies to rebuild Iraq and more humanitarian assistance to poorer countries.
Because candidates who are specific about their plans open themselves to criticism of all
sorts, they rarely offer sufficient detail to assess the cost of their agendas and their impact on
long-term deficits. Still, it is instructive to look at the broad outlines of these Democratic
campaign platforms and assess their effect on fiscal balance. As detailed below, the conclusion
has to be that, whatever their other merits, none of the Democratic candidates’ plans released to
date manages to close the fiscal gap and pay for proposed new initiatives. This is especially true
of candidates who raise taxes only on the wealthy and not on the middle class as well. In fairness,
it should be noted that they face an incumbent president who has also failed to address the deficit
and who continues to argue for tax cuts that would produce still more red ink.
Several major candidates have proposed a temporary stimulus package. Governor
Howard Dean proposes a two-year $100 billion “Fund to Restore America” that would provide
grants to the states for homeland security and infrastructure and thereby create more jobs. To
some extent such spending has effects on short-term economic growth similar to if not greater
than the Bush administration’s tax cuts and can thus be expected to produce more revenue as
well. But it will also increase the deficits accumulated over the next decade and add to the burden
of the debt.
The biggest split within Democratic ranks is between those who favor rolling back all the
Bush tax cuts and those who want to eliminate only the cuts that went to the wealthiest
Americans, generally those with more than $200,000 a year in income. This difference has major
implications for the nation’s ability to reduce longer-term deficits. Although scaling back tax cuts
for the wealthy can provide resources to fund some new initiatives, these resources are far too
small to fund all the new initiatives and also reduce the deficit. 4
Some candidates have tried to identify savings in other parts of the budget. Examples
include investing in information technology to reduce health care costs (John Kerry) and
reinstituting then-Vice President Al Gore’s National Performance Review to find savings by
making government work better (Dean). But, not surprisingly, several candidates have not come
up with a list of budget cuts to help pay for their top priorities. (Some have discussed addressing
corporate loopholes and avoidance in the tax system, which affects revenues, not spending.)
Health care is the “big spending” item in virtually every Democratic plan.5 But other
costly items include extending access to college and preschool for most if not all Americans.6
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Another big-ticket item, “fully funding” special education, would provide significant relief to
lower levels of government but would cost the federal budget dearly (an estimated $225 billion
over ten years).7 In short, education gets substantial new resources in any liberal plan.
So what could an activist president and Congress do to fund some new priorities and yet
head the country toward a balanced budget within a decade? Is it even possible to get there from
here? And if so, what mix of new revenues and reduced spending would be required to free up
sufficient resources both to fund some new priorities and to reduce the deficit?
Table 2-9 illustrates the possibilities. The larger plan includes $185 billion in new
spending and $629 billion in additional revenues. It achieves a balanced budget by 2014. The
larger government plan relies heavily on revenue increases to achieve balance in 2014. It would
increase the share of total government spending to 20.9 percent in 2014 from 20.2 percent in
2003. The
Table 2-9. A Larger Government Plan to Balance the Budget in 2014, Primarily by Raising
Revenue While Funding New Initiatives
Item
Billions of dollars
Total deficit reduction
687
Minus debt service savings
-153
Subtotal: tax increases and spending cuts to eliminate deficit
534
Plus funding for new initiatives
95
Total: tax increases and spending cuts to eliminate deficit
629
Changes in the budget
Revenue change
Spending cuts
Defensea
Non-defenseb
New spending
Health c
Educationd
Othere
Net increase in spending

629
-90
-60
-30
185
100
60
25
95

a. Defense baseline includes spending in Iraq. These cuts assume a more peaceful world and less
reconstruction by 2014.
b. For example, through a reinstated National Performance Review.
c. Dean plan has $932 billion of spending over ten years.
d. Access to higher education through Pell grants, preschool, and more federal funding of special education.
e. Other (assistance to states, safety net programs, environment, international assistance especially for
HIV/AIDS).
Source: Authors’ calculations; Congressional Budget Office, “The Budget and Economic Outlook: An
Update,” August 2003; Sara R. Collins, Karen Davis, and Jeanne M. Lambrew, “Health Care Reform
Returns to the National Agenda: The 2004 Presidential Candidates’ Proposals,” Commonwealth Fund,
September 2003 (updated November 17, 2003). National Education Association, “IDEA Funding Coalition
Offers Proposal” [www.nea.org/specialed/coalitionfunding2002.html], “Reclaiming the American Dream,”
p. 7-8; www.deanforamerica.com; www.kucinich.us/index.php. Isabel Sawhill, “Investing in Children,”
Brookings Children’s Roundtable Policy Brief 1 (Brookings, April 1999), p.7.
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spending included would pay for many of the proposed investments in health and education and
would offer more modest amounts for assistance to the states, safety net programs, the
environment, and humanitarian-oriented international assistance. We assume that some of these
costs would be offset by savings elsewhere in the budget. But even this assumption may be overly
optimistic. Liberals are unlikely to want to cut existing programs deeply, and, as argued in
chapter 3, opportunities to shift funds from defense to domestic spending are likely to be limited.
The bulk of the resources needed to achieve fiscal stability and pay for new priorities would have
to come from new revenues, whose possible sources are detailed in table 6-10. These revenues
are derived from many tax measures, including scaling back the 2001 tax cuts that went to the
affluent, raising payroll taxes for this same group, and creating a new value-added tax that would
affect almost everyone.
It is worth noting here that we are assuming that the Bush tax cuts will be extended
beyond their current expiration dates. If the cuts were not extended, much smaller revenue
increases would be needed. But no one expects the tax cuts to “sunset.” Any Democratic
president elected in 2004 would find it politically difficult to raise taxes on the middle class and
implement the other revenue changes contemplated here. If at least one house of Congress
remained in Republican hands, the task would be much harder. Democrats would be forced either
to scale back substantially their domestic promises, including perhaps their current commitment
to maintain Social Security and Medicare benefits, or to live with large deficits indefinitely.
The Better Government Plan
The two plans just discussed—one that might be favored by advocates of small government and
the other by those who think government isn’t doing enough—illustrate the difficulty of closing
the fiscal gap over the next decade and preparing for the baby boom’s retirement. The first plan
implies spending cuts that are unlikely to be approved, even if Republicans control the White
House and both houses of Congress. The second envisions tax increases that are not likely to be
politically feasible, even for a Democratic president and a more Democratic Congress.
But in addition to their political infeasibility, these two plans may miss the point. The
issue should not be the size of government but its effectiveness. The better government plan is
based on the view that government can be more effective without absorbing an increasing share
of GDP. In that view, the goal of eliminating the deficit provides a powerful incentive to weed
out ineffective and outmoded programs while meeting new objectives.
Unfortunately, not enough is known about the effectiveness of various government
programs. And even where such information exists, reallocating resources in response to such
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evidence—or in response to changing national needs—is extremely difficult. The beneficiaries of
existing programs, though sometimes relatively few in number, are usually knowledgeable and
often organized to defend their programs. The general public is less well-informed and has little
ability or incentive to work toward scaling them back. Members of Congress and other political
leaders know that staying in office requires being responsive to the specialized constituencies that
benefit from particular programs even at the cost of increasing the deficit. The result is that new
programs are layered on top of old ones and budgetary resources are rarely reallocated to make
government more effective. Analogous arguments can be made about tax cuts that favor
particular groups at the expense of others and about persistent deficits that benefit the current
generation at the expense of the next.
Budget rules that discipline the political process can help to correct these perverse
political incentives and are discussed in the final section of this chapter. But in the end, rules are
no substitute for making the hard choices. Table 2-10 sketches a third way of making those
choices—the better government plan for balancing the budget in 2014 while funding a few
limited new initiatives. That plan relies on revenue increases of $401 billion, spending cuts of
$175 billion, and new spending of $41 billion. It would keep the share of total federal spending at
about its current relationship to GDP (19.7 percent in 2014).
In the remainder of this volume the authors suggest what a restructured government that

Table 2-10. A Better Government Plan to Balance the Budget in 2014 While Funding New
Initiatives
Item
Billions of dollars
Total deficit reduction
687
Minus debt service savings
-153
Subtotal: tax increases and spending cuts to eliminate deficit
534
Plus funding for new initiatives
41
Total: tax increases and spending cuts to eliminate deficit
575
Changes in the budget
Revenue change
Spending cuts
Defense
Social Security, Medicare, and Medicaid
Other domestic
New spending
Foreign affairs
Non-defense homeland security
Other domestic
Net decrease in spending

401
-175
-60
-47
-68
41
11
9
21
-134

Sources: Authors’ calculations; Congressional Budget Office, “The Budget and Economic Outlook: An
Update,” August 2003; and chapters 3, 4, 5, and 6.
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is no different in size from the present one might look like. The choices are difficult indeed.
While the authors believe that the better government plan is both preferable to and more feasible
than the other two, not all the authors agree with components of the plan. Some of us think that
defense spending needs to increase more or less than recommended in chapter 3. Some of us
would provide more funding for the various domestic priorities, such as education and health
care, discussed in chapter 4. Some of us think that more should be done sooner to curtail the
growth of Social Security and Medicare discussed in chapter 5. And although we agree that
revenues have to be an important part of the picture, we didn’t try to forge a consensus on which
parts of the tax system need to be modified. Still, we all believe that it is important to show that it
is possible to balance the budget—and produce a better government in the process.
Some observers will conclude that all we have demonstrated is the enormous difficulty of
achieving this objective and that the nation might as well learn to live with deficits. The authors
of this volume argue that the task is indeed difficult and that, in the end, the nation may not
achieve the goal of reducing the deficit to zero. Reducing the deficit to 1 percent of GDP, for
example, would be far better than leaving it at 3 percent of GDP. Even so, the authors think it
would be a mistake to plan to run even modest deficits on a permanent basis. The goal of a
balanced budget is well understood by the public, and giving up on this goal would erode fiscal
discipline still further.

Improving the Budget Process
The authors believe that reform of the budget decision process is essential to restoring fiscal
discipline. Reducing budget deficits is primarily a matter of political will, but a process that
forces politicians to confront hard choices can help. The current process has no teeth and is
providing no restraint on spending increases or tax cuts.
Politicians find it easy to vote for more spending and less revenue. Voters who will
benefit from these actions are always eager to make their desires known, and the pressure is hard
for politicians to withstand. Elected leaders who believe in fiscal discipline and want to avoid
deficit spending can benefit from imposing rules on themselves that will force them to consider
the deficit consequences of their votes. Conservative politicians have frequently argued that a
constitutional amendment requiring Congress to balance the budget would provide political cover
that would help politicians resist deficit-increasing actions. It would allow a member of Congress
to tell constituents, “I really wanted to vote for your program or your tax cut, but it would have
been unconstitutional to do so.”
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In the mid-1970s Congress implemented budget reforms intended to increase budget
discipline by requiring Congress to pass a budget resolution specifying total desired spending,
revenues, and deficit or surplus. Debating and passing a budget resolution forced Congress to
consider trade-offs among spending programs and tax changes and to decide how large the deficit
(or surplus) ought to be. The budget resolution was enforced by various procedures, such as
allocations of spending ceilings to appropriations subcommittees, requiring supermajorities to
override spending limits, and “reconciliation instructions” that required committees to bring
spending and taxing measure into conformity with the budget resolution. Despite these efforts,
the reforms did not become successful tools for controlling deficits until they were supplemented
by the Budget Enforcement Act (BEA) in 1990. That act established caps in discretionary
spending, as well as a set of rules, known as the PAYGO rules, which restrained both mandatory
spending and revenue-reducing actions. Essentially, no increase in mandatory spending or tax cut
could be brought to the floor for a vote without offsets of an equal amount.
The BEA rules proved extremely effective—helping Congress and the president turn the
huge deficits of the early l990s into substantial surpluses by the end of the decade. The caps made
it much harder for Congress to increase discretionary spending. Although caps could be raised—
and circumvented by “emergency” spending that did not count against the caps—reluctance to
raise them was an effective brake against increases in discretionary spending. The PAYGO rules
also restrained increases in mandatory spending and reductions in revenues. The original rules
required offsets to any deficit increases over a five-year period—a provision designed to reduce
the temptation to enact legislation with modest initial cost (or revenue loss) and larger negative
effects on the deficit in the future. When Congress began pushing the deficit impact beyond the
five-year window, the period was lengthened to ten years.
Both the Clinton administration and Congress were committed to reducing the deficit,
although they differed on how to do it. The discipline of the BEA, combined with the strong
economy of the 1990s, helped them make the decisions that eliminated the deficits and produced
surpluses for the first time in decades. When the surpluses appeared, however, fiscal discipline
soon vanished. Congress began loading up emergency spending bills with items that were in no
way emergencies. When the caps and PAYGO rules expired at the end of fiscal year 2002, they
were not extended. Congress is now facing huge deficits without an enforcement process to help
it make the hard choices.
Budget process reform should involve at least three elements. First, caps on discretionary
spending should extend for ten years to discourage pushing costs into the future. In fact, however,
caps cannot bind future Congresses if they vote to change them. Second, PAYGO rules should
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apply both to mandatory spending and to revenue reductions—and should also require ten-year
offsets. Moreover, entitlement increases and tax cuts should not be allowed to sunset to make
them appear less expensive in the long term. Tax and entitlement changes should normally be
considered permanent for purposes of estimating their budget impact. And, third, “emergency”
spending should be strictly defined. Spending that could have been foreseen should not be
allowed to breach the caps or suspend the PAYGO rules. Contingency funds should be budgeted
to handle recurrent emergencies, such as forest fires and flooding. Emergency appropriations
should require supermajority votes unless accompanied by tax or spending measures that offset
their cost.
Variations on these rules are, of course, possible. For example, some favor turning the
budget resolution into a law requiring presidential signature. Some would cap total spending, not
just discretionary spending. Others would broaden the PAYGO rules so that a tax cut, for
example, could be offset by either mandatory or discretionary spending reductions. Many believe
that an item veto, if it could be designed to be constitutional, would help the president enforce
budget discipline. The main point, however, is that spending and tax-cutting are out of control
and the budget process needs to be reinvigorated to help stiffen the resolve of politicians to act in
a fiscally responsible manner.
Moreover, as detailed in chapter 5, deficit pressures will mount rapidly as the baby boom
generation claims its retirement benefits and longevity continues to increase. These future
liabilities, which can be quite accurately estimated in advance, should be reflected in the budget
to underline the importance of taking immediate steps to bring future budgets into balance.
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Chapter 3

Reassessing National Security1
Lael Brainard and Michael O’Hanlon

Two years after September 11, 2001—with two major military operations undertaken, two
uncertain nation-building ventures under way, and the risk of a deadly combination of terrorism,
rogue regimes, and weapons of mass destruction still unacceptably high—security remains at the
top of the nation’s agenda. The war on terrorism has not only greatly expanded spending on
security, but also introduced great uncertainty into the ten-year budget outlook—uncertainty that
argues for humility in estimating future spending. The budget for national security has grown by
roughly $200 billion above anticipated needs in just two and a half years and has been the
primary contributor to the expansion of federal spending during that time. In fiscal 2004 alone,
supplemental requests outside the normal budget cycle expanded the national security budget by
almost one-fifth.2 Nonetheless, one thing is clear: at this moment in history, we cannot afford to
shortchange America’s security.
America’s security has three critical, interdependent components: military force,
homeland security, and the softer tools of diplomacy and foreign assistance. This chapter thus
addresses military power, homeland security, and foreign affairs as integral parts of a unified
national security budget, even as it delves into detail on each separately so as to respect U.S.
federal accounting conventions and recognize the distinctive qualities of each of these major
activities. The unified analysis confirms that the three critical components of national security
policy are mostly complements rather than substitutes. But the analysis also highlights the
potential for a stronger civilian capacity to share some of the burden undertaken by the U.S.
military in the increasingly important area of complex emergencies and post-conflict
reconstruction.
The United States today confronts new threats that could prove as sustained as the
totalitarian challenges of the previous half-century. A smart strategy to address the challenges to
national security from radical extremism, killer diseases, uneven globalization, and states that fail
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their own people would further expand real resources for homeland security, foreign aid, and
diplomacy. It could be combined with a deceleration of growth in defense spending, but only
under optimistic assumptions of greater foreign burdensharing, an eventual withdrawal of forces
from Iraq and Afghanistan combined with no new massive engagements abroad, and an efficient
allocation of military resources. Such a scenario could see total spending on national security
growing, on average, roughly 1.2 percent a year in real terms but still $40 billion below the
adjusted baseline projection of $737.4 billion in 2014 (table 3-1).3

The U.S. Armed Forces
What military will the United States need in 2014, and how much will it cost? Answering these
questions is difficult because the United States simply does not know what type of world it will
find in a decade. Assuming that today’s international environment will persist in 2014 would be
foolish. No one can easily forecast either the state of the struggle against global terror at that date
or the state of U.S. international relations. Thus this analysis must be speculative. Rather than
develop different scenarios for several radically different geostrategic environments, it postulates
circumstances that seem most likely. Six assumptions guide the analysis. First, in 2014,
America’s existing alliances, which account for more than 80 percent of world military spending,
will still be intact and functioning well, despite the strains of recent years (most notably during

Table 3-1. Projected and Recommended Spending on National Security
Billions of dollars
Spending in
Projected
Recommended
2003
spending in
spending in
2014
2014
Defense
407.0
649.0
589.0
Homeland security,
32.0
56.0
65.0
total spending
Defensea
11.0
16.0
16.0
Non-defense
22.0
40.0
49.0
Foreign affairsb
33.0
48.4
59.6
Total
462.0
737.4
697.6

Change in
spending in
2014
-60.0
9.0
0.0
9.0
11.2
-39.8

Source: Authors’ calculations; Congressional Budget Office, “The Budget and Economic Outlook: An
Update,” August 2003; and Office of Management and Budget, Historical Tables, Budget of the US
Government, Fiscal Year 2004 (2003), p. 83.
a. Part of homeland security spending is included in the defense budget, as shown.
b. Foreign affairs and non-defense homeland security are customarily included in non-defense
discretionary spending.
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the Bush presidency). Second, relations with China, Russia, and India will generally be peaceful
(the Bush record here is rather good), but conflict could erupt in all three neighborhoods, and the
United States could be drawn in too (especially in the Taiwan Strait). Third, by 2014, the Iraq
occupation will be over, and that country at relative peace. But extremism, state-sponsored
terrorism, and political instability will continue to imperil the broader region. Fourth, North
Korea will remain a threat, even if increasingly weak by conventional measures vis-à-vis South
Korea. Fifth, major conflict could still erupt between India and Pakistan. Sixth, failed states will
still pose not just a major humanitarian concern but a worry in the ongoing struggle against terror,
necessitating serious attention to peacekeeping and nation building.
The main premise of this chapter, however, is that, for all its flaws, the U.S.-led alliance
system and a strong American military are essential. Absent a strong American security role,
regions such as the Persian Gulf and Northeast Asia could easily endure more severe conflict,
global oil flows could be disrupted, more states could develop nuclear weapons out of fear for
their own security, and more wars could flare among states.
Given these assumptions and objectives, can the United States maintain good national
security at reasonable cost? We believe that an average annual real growth of 0.8 percent in
defense spending, resulting in $589 billion in spending in 2014, could yield a defense budget
adequate to meet U.S. responsibilities (table 3-1)—but only if the United States makes smart and
economical choices about weapons modernization and finally figures out how to save money in
defense support activities, and if allies pick up a larger share of the collective cost of projecting
force to trouble spots overseas. Otherwise, the real defense budget could easily exceed $650
billion if not $700 billion in 2014.

Background
Whether U.S. defense spending is judged high or low depends on how it is measured. Compared
with spending in other countries, it is enormous, nearly half of aggregate global military
spending. Compared with the nation’s cold war norms, it is on the higher side of spending over
the past half century, though not out of bounds. Relative to the size of the American economy, by
contrast, defense spending alone remains quite modest at under 4 percent of GDP (less than half
to two-thirds of typical cold war levels).
Certainly in terms of personnel, the current U.S. defense establishment is not large. U.S.
troop levels and most types of military force structure are one-third smaller than they were in the
latter cold war years, just over half the size of China’s military, and not that much larger than
those of India, Russia, and North Korea. Nevertheless, that force is extensively engaged around
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the world—with roughly 100,000 troops in Europe, again as many in Asia, and more than
150,000 in the Persian Gulf region.
Republicans and Democrats generally agree about the broad contours of American force
levels and weaponry. Secretary Donald Rumsfeld’s 2001 Quadrennial Defense Review
reaffirmed the active-duty troop levels of about 1.4 million maintained during the Clinton
administration and also retained most of the Clinton agenda for weapons modernization. After
September 11, Rumsfeld sought and received a great deal more budget authority than President
Clinton’s defense plan called for, but a Democratic president would almost certainly also have
boosted defense spending to cover shortfalls in funding the previous plan. That Rumsfeld retained
most Clinton era ideas and programs is relatively unsurprising. Although decisions to buy specific
weapons can be debated, the military needs many new or refurbished planes, ships, and ground
vehicles because much of the weaponry bought during the Reagan buildup is wearing out.
America’s technological edge in combat may not require every weapon now in development or
production, but the advantages to maintaining a resounding superiority in weaponry are
evidenced in the rapid victories and relatively low casualties (on all sides) in Bosnia, Kosovo,
Afghanistan, and Iraq. And talk of cutting back on ground forces during the early Rumsfeld
tenure has stopped—at least for the foreseeable future—given the challenges posed by postwar
Iraq.
Even once the Iraq mission winds down, as it most likely will well before 2014, there will
not be unlimited room for programmatic and budgetary maneuver. Since the cold war ended, U.S.
armed forces have been designed to be able to fight two full-scale wars at once. Rumsfeld
modified the requirement in 2001 so that only one of the victories needed to be immediate and
overwhelming. But the basic logic of the idea was retained—and should be retained even
assuming the successful stabilization of post-Saddam Iraq. A two-war capability of some sort
permits the United States to fight one war without letting down its guard everywhere else, which
would undercut deterrence and perhaps increase the likelihood of a secondary conflict. In
addition, smaller but longer force deployments for missions such as postwar stabilization cannot
be excluded and could even number two or three at a time as they do now.
What forces does the United States need for such possible wars? At least one possible
conflict—war in Korea—could closely resemble the U.S. deployment (including half a million
troops) for Operation Desert Storm in 1991. Another, war against China in the Taiwan Strait,
would likely require roughly the air and naval capability deployed to Operation Desert Storm but
far less ground power and total personnel requirements in the range of`150,000 to 200,000.4
Stability scenarios and peacekeeping missions in South Asia or Southeast Asia or Africa could
plausibly require 100,000 or more Americans. Despite sophisticated innovations in warfighting,
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as we have been reminded of late in Iraq, such missions are often dominated by fairly mundane
and timeless requirements for “boots on the ground.”
In a world in which American national security interests make it urgent to prevent states
from failing—and providing refuge and resources to groups like al Qaeda—it may not be possible
to debate reducing U.S. ground forces anytime soon. Indeed, a strong case can be made that in the
short term the United States needs more ground forces, not fewer, and that it will have to shift
more of the burden for ground force operations to its active-duty forces rather than its reserve
component (today, Army reserve elements contain slightly more personnel than active-duty
forces).

Constraining Future Defense Budgets
The basic logic of the high-quality military personnel, technological preeminence, two-war
capability, global deterrent posture, and engagement strategy that drives the size of the American
armed forces and hence their budget is sound. But are there practical ways to cap defense
spending? If not, not only the country’s domestic agenda, but even its long-term security could be
damaged, as the underpinnings of national prosperity and power are eroded.
In particular, there may be realistic means to limit the real growth of the U.S. defense
budget to below what we view here as the adjusted baseline—that is, current spending levels
adjusted for inflation and population growth. In other words, inflation-adjusted defense spending
would still increase, but not as fast as the economy and not nearly as fast as in recent years.
Achieving this goal will take some innovative policy ideas, some good fortune, and cooperation
from friends and allies. But it may be achievable, and the rough contours of how that would be
done are sketched out below.
First, though, to get a rough sense of what is feasible within the Pentagon budget, it is
worth noting that while several factors push defense spending up faster than that 0.8 percent real
growth level, several may also permit slower (or even zero) growth. Keeping these factors in
mind makes it easier to see why 0.8 percent annual real growth is probably the right general
frame of reference within which to project future defense spending.
Historically, real operating costs per uniformed individual have grown 2 percent to 3
percent a year. Weapons costs have grown comparably. Rising health care and environmental
cleanup costs affect the military as much as any other sector of the economy. And to attract topnotch people, military pay increases must keep up with civilian pay, which can require average
real growth of at least 0.8 percent a year.
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Several other realities offer some hope of savings. Greater use of relatively inexpensive

high-technology computers and electronics can allow rapid improvements in military capabilities
at modest cost. Defense efficiencies through privatization and other reforms may save at least
modest sums. And greater assistance from allies may reduce overall demands on American
forces, especially over a ten-year period like that being considered here.
It should also be noted that the direct military costs of the war on terror, while large, are
not astronomical. Leaving aside the one-time mission in Iraq, they include about $10 billion a
year in added costs for military base security, less than $5 billion in Defense Department
contributions to homeland security, less than $10 billion a year in offensive counterterrorist
missions, and about $5 billion in added intelligence costs. That total of less than $30 billion a
year is substantial, but less than half the overall increase in real defense spending since 9/11 (not
even counting the costs of the Iraq mission today). Moreover, absent another major interstate war
related to terrorism, some of the above numbers may decrease with time.

More Burden Sharing?
Today the United States outspends its major allies by about 2 to 1 but outdistances them in
military force that can be projected overseas and sustained there by a ratio of at least 5 to 1. Most
American allies spent the cold war preparing to defend their own or nearby territories against a
Soviet threat, while American forces focused on how to deploy and operate forces many
thousands of miles from home. Most U.S. allies have gotten serious about this effort only since
the cold war ended (if then).
Shifting defense responsibilities to our allies is an attractive idea—but it is not really our
choice. And near-term prospects for success are not good. Although many U.S. allies have good
militaries, strong military traditions, and a high-tech industrial base, political obstacles to defense
buildups are formidable. Several European countries face large fiscal deficits. Other nations
believe, perhaps wishfully, that force is less important today than it once was. Incentives to freeride on U.S. capabilities are strong. European nations also often cite, with some justification, their
large peacekeeping forces. Germany and Japan are disinclined to remilitarize, and their former
adversaries, including many Americans, hesitate to dissuade them.
Some progress has been made. European militaries are developing the combined capacity
to deploy up to 60,000 troops afar and to sustain them there for a year. Japan is slowly enlarging
its interpretation of which military missions are consistent with its post–World War II
constitution. U.S., British, and French programs are slowly helping African militaries improve
their skills. And the recent transatlantic quarrel over Iraq may spur European countries to
strengthen their militaries to gain more clout in global decisionmaking about the use of force.
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Reallocating about 10 percent of current major allied military spending could give other
industrialized countries fully half as much deployable military capability as the United States
within a decade—if they had the political will.5 If they could summon that will, U.S. forces might
shrink modestly with completion of the Iraq mission, assuming the world were to stay at least
moderately stable. Reductions in military manpower of a few percent would be needed to hold
spending growth to the planned 0.8 percent real growth yearly level.

Emphasizing Advanced Electronics and Computers in Defense Modernization
One reason the Pentagon budget is slated to grow so much in coming years—with real increases
closer to 2 percent a year than the 0.8 percent targeted here—has to do with buying weaponry.
Some of the upward pressure arises from high-profile issues such as missile defense. But most
comes from the main combat systems, which are generally wearing out. Living off the fruits of
the Reagan military buildup, the Clinton administration—generally a rather good custodian of the
American armed forces—spent an average of $50 billion a year on equipment, only about 15
percent of the defense budget as against a historical norm of about 25 percent. This “procurement
holiday” is about over. The procurement budget climbed to $70 billion in 2003 and is slated to
reach $100 billion in 2009 (in constant 2003 dollars)—thus regaining its historical norm in real
terms.
Some of this budget increase is needed, given aging weapons and the imperative of
adding new capabilities such as at least a modest ballistic and cruise missile defense capability.
But the Pentagon’s plan may be excessive. Despite Bush’s presidential election campaign
promise to “skip a generation” of weaponry, his Pentagon has canceled only one major weapon
system—the Army’s Crusader howitzer, which was not even particularly expensive. Although
procurement budgets must continue rising, economies can almost certainly be found through
expanded applications of modestly priced technologies, such as the smart weapons and
communications systems that starred in Afghanistan. Such cost-cutting measures too will be
needed to hold real Defense Department budget growth to 0.8 percent a year on average.
The Bush plan lacks clear priorities. Like the Clinton administration, it proposes to
replace major combat systems throughout the force structure with systems costing twice as much.
A more discriminating and economy-minded modernization strategy would equip only a portion
of the armed forces with the most sophisticated and expensive major weapons platforms
including ships, planes, and ground vehicles. That high-end component would hedge against new
exigencies, such as an unexpectedly rapid modernizing of the Chinese military. The rest of the
military establishment would be equipped primarily with relatively inexpensive upgrades of
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existing weaponry, including better sensors, munitions, computers, and communications systems.
Such an approach would not keep the procurement budget in the $70-75 billion range. But it
might hold it to $80-85 billion a year instead of $100 billion or more.

Operations and Maintenance
All defense planners would love to save money in the relatively unglamorous but critical parts of
the Pentagon budget known as operations and maintenance. These accounts, which pay for a wide
range of activities including training, overseas deployments, upkeep of equipment, military base
operations, and health care costs—in short, for near-term military readiness—have been rising
fast in recent years, and it will be hard to stop the overall upward trend.6
Some specific savings are already in the works. Congress has agreed to authorize another
round of base closures in 2005.7 Since the cold war’s end, U.S. military forces have shrunk by
more than one-third, yet domestic base capacity has fallen only 20 percent. Once completed,
retrenchment of base capacity will save at least $4 billion annually. Overhauling military health
care services by merging the independent health plans of each military service and introducing a
small copayment for military personnel and their families could save $2 billion or more a year,
though these steps would be controversial.8 Other savings in operations and maintenance are
possible. For example, encouraging local base commanders to economize by letting them keep
some of any savings they can generate for their base activities could save a billion dollars a year
or more within a decade.9
All that said, these accounts are crucial to national security and have proved tough to cap
or contain. Privatization is no panacea; it takes time and generally saves much less than its
warmest advocates attest. But if overall operating costs can be held to a 0.8 percent real rise
instead of the historical norm exceeding 2 percent, the budget path envisioned here may be within
reach.

Homeland Security
Since the attacks of September 11, 2001, much has been done to improve the safety of
Americans, not only in the offensive war on terror abroad but in protecting the homeland as well.
Americans, aware now of the harm terrorists can inflict, are on alert, providing a first, crucial line
of defense. Air travel is much safer. Intelligence sharing, especially regarding individuals
suspected of ties to terrorism, has improved Suspicious ships entering U.S. waters are screened
more frequently. Steps have been taken to reduce the country’s exposure to biological attacks,
and oversight has been tightened on labs working with biological materials. Private terrorism
insurance is now backstopped by a new federal program. Well-known bridges, tunnels, and
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nuclear reactors are protected by police and National Guard forces when terrorism alerts so
advise.
But much remains to be done. Most of the above steps respond to past tactics of al Qaeda, rather
than anticipating new ways that al Qaeda or other terrorist groups might try to harm Americans. Part of
the answer is to continue to build the new Department of Homeland Security (DHS), especially those
elements involved with border security, intelligence, and the federal government’s interactions with
state, local, and private efforts to improve the country’s safety.
Far more urgent than creating a new bureaucracy, however, is filling the gaps that remain in the
current homeland security effort. These range from creating a new networked intelligence capability to
anticipate and prevent future terrorist actions, to better protecting private infrastructure like chemical
plants and skyscrapers, to strengthening the Coast Guard and customs (within DHS). They also include
making sure first responders can communicate over commonly accessible radio networks during
emergencies, hastening development of port security plans, and improving security of transportation
networks aside from airports.10
It is not possible to stop every type of terrorist violence. But by focusing on preventing
catastrophic attacks , the United States can approach homeland security systematically and with a better
chance of preventing future attacks on the scale of the 9/11 tragedy. That will take more attention from
Congress and the administration—and more money, perhaps $10 billion a year (less than 3 percent of
the defense budget) above what the administration proposed to spend a year ago, for a total of about $65
billion in 2014 in federal funding.
Homeland security is daunting in its complexity and in the sheer number of potential terrorist
targets in an open country of nearly 300 million people. As such, it requires a conceptual foundation and
set of priorities. Recognizing as much, the Bush administration put forth a strategy for homeland security
on July 16, 2002.11 Acknowledging that terrorists are themselves strategic, adaptive actors who will
pursue new modes of attack and new weaponry, including weapons of mass destruction, the strategy
emphasizes the crucial roles played by state and local governments as well as the private sector and
individual citizens. Indeed, according to administration estimates, of about $100 billion a year in total
national spending on homeland security today the federal share is only about $40 billion.
The Bush administration approach involves six “critical mission areas”: intelligence and
warning, border and transportation security, domestic counterterrorism, protecting critical infrastructures
and key assets, defending against catastrophic threats, and emergency preparedness and response. The
administration also proposed four key methods or “foundations” for enhancing all six areas: law, science
and technology, information sharing and systems, and international cooperation. The administration’s
strategy makes a start, but it leaves out four key priorities for action. One is major infrastructure in the
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private sector, which the Bush administration largely ignores. A second is information technology and its
proper uses, especially information sharing in government at all levels and between the public and
private sectors. A third is the unrecognized need to expand greatly certain specific capacities for
homeland security such as the Coast Guard and Customs, as well as security for forms of transportation
such as trains. The fourth is intelligence reforms, especially the ability to monitor terrorists and to
anticipate where their next attacks may come. Here the administration has fallen short. Incredibly, it has
to date not even fully integrated the various suspected terrorist watch lists of various agencies.
Expanding these capacities in existing federal agencies will require more money, though
far less than for the post-September 11 defense buildup. But annual funding for this federal
responsibility, which has already doubled from roughly $20 billion to $40 billion, needs to grow
further, to about $65 billion in 2014, if the country is to take reasonable precautions against future
terrorist attacks that could be at least as destructive as those of 2001.
“Soft Power:” The Foreign Affairs Budget12
Even before September 11, 2001, many thoughtful observers worried that the United States was
underinvesting in the nonmilitary tools of foreign policy. Although funding has since increased
substantially, we believe that there is still a compelling case for expansion relative to the CBO
baseline projection to effectively address infectious diseases such as HIV/AIDS and malaria,
global poverty, complex emergencies, and America’s new strategic interests. In many cases, such
as the HIV/AIDS pandemic and the reconstruction of war-torn states, greater commitments of
resources early on can diminish the overall cost to the U.S. taxpayer. And U.S. resources can also
be leveraged by making the extra effort to build international support.
Foreign Affairs Spending in Historical Context
Over the past four decades, U.S. foreign assistance has been driven primarily by traditional
national security priorities, especially the cold war and developments in the Middle East. The end
of the cold war, disillusionment with aid’s many failures, and the drive to balance the budget
produced a slash-and-burn approach to the foreign affairs budget during the 1990s. Today
American spending on foreign aid, never generous, looks paltry compared with that of many
other wealthy nations. Although the United States is one of the top two donors in absolute terms
(Japan is the other), it spends less relative to its income than any other wealthy nation. At 0.1
percent of GDP, U.S. official development assistance is less than half the industrial country
average of 0.22 percent. 13 Per capita, U.S. aid of $35 a year is far below the industrial country
average of $62.14
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Several recent developments argue strongly for increased spending on foreign aid. First,
American resources are absolutely critical to combat the HIV/AIDS pandemic, a humanitarian
tragedy of epic proportions that threatens to reverse impressive gains on child survival and health,
life expectancy, productivity, and literacy in the world’s poorest countries. Second, the
acceleration of globalization has raised growing concern that unless the benefits are better shared,
the divide between rich and poor could contribute to civil conflict, extremism, conflict over
resources, and environmental degradation. Third, activists have developed a powerful recipe for
mobilizing public support for greater international giving, by focusing on a simple and
compelling goal and enlisting high-profile public champions to help forge coalitions across the
political spectrum. Finally, the post-September 11 war on terrorism has greatly expanded the
strategic calls on foreign aid—directly to reward allies, shore up frontline states, and rebuild
Afghanistan and Iraq and indirectly to address the poverty that weakens states and provides space
for terrorist networks to grow.
Although foreign aid is a central component of U.S. national security policy, spending on
aid has lagged far behind the “hard” dimensions of security since September 11, 2001. For
example, for fiscal year 2004, the administration requested an increase of $96 billion, or 31
percent, for defense;15 an increase of $24.4 billion, or 185 percent, for homeland security;16 and an
increase of just $5 billion, or 22 percent, for foreign affairs relative to fiscal 2000.17

Major Programs in the Foreign Affairs Budget
Conceptually, foreign affairs spending can be divided into seven main programmatic categories.
Table 3-2 shows spending on the main components of the foreign affairs account in fiscal 2003,
what spending would be in 2014 if the account were to grow in line with inflation and U.S.
population growth (the adjusted baseline scenario) if the programmatic shares remain the same,
and our recommended spending for 2014. We believe that the new imperatives associated with
combating killer diseases, global terrorism, and global poverty warrant higher growth in the
foreign affairs budget than elsewhere in the budget. But given how little the United States spends
on foreign affairs and given projected declines in selected major components, our recommended
increase is only about $11 billion above the baseline in 2014.
Although more than 40 percent of the foreign affairs budget—the development, trade,
and investment and the politically allocated assistance categories—supports economic activities,
most of this is allocated among countries based on political considerations.18 Only about 10
percent of the foreign affairs budget is spent on development assistance in the strict sense that it is
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Table 3-2.Major Program Areas in the Foreign Affairs Budget
Billions of dollars unless otherwise noted
Share of
Projected
Type of
Spending in
foreign affairs
spending in
assistance
2003
spending in
2014
2003 (percent)
Total
33.0
100.0
48.4
Development,
trade, and
investment
Politically
allocated
assistance

6.6

20.2

Recommended
spending in 2014
59.6

9.8

27.5

6.6

20.3

9.8

8.4

Humanitarian
assistance

1.6

4.8

2.3

2.3

Security
assistance

6.8

20.7

10.0

10.5

1.1

3.2

1.6

1.4

4.3

13.0

6.3

1.7

5.9

17.9

8.6

7.8

International
organizations
and programs
Complex
emergenciesa
Diplomacy

Source: Authors’ calculations; Public Law 108-7; “Making Further Continuing Appropriations for the
Fiscal Year 2003”; and Public Law 108-11, “Emergency Wartime Supplemental Appropriations Act,
2003.”
a. The category complex emergencies includes funds allocated to Iraq Relief and Reconstruction, the
Office of Transition Initiatives, the President’s Fund for Complex Emergencies, Emergency Refugee and
Migration Assistance, and funds related to reconstruction/relief activities in Afghanistan and Kosovo.

allocated according to primarily economic criteria.19 Development aid has recently received a
boost from two directions. First, the growing consensus surrounding the urgency of the
HIV/AIDS pandemic and our ability to effectively contain and combat it have expanded spending
in this area. Second, the administration has proposed a large, permanent increase in bilateral
development assistance of $5 billion a year by fiscal 2006, allocated through a new, more flexible
and performance-oriented program, the Millennium Challenge Account (MCA).20
Projecting to 2014, there are a variety of external estimates of the total price tag for
combating global poverty and HIV/AIDS. The midrange of estimates of the cost of achieving the
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internationally agreed UN Millennium Development Goals for poverty reduction and human
development (including fighting HIV/AIDS) implies a global increase of $65.6 billion over
current expenditures by 2014.21 We recommend that the United States assume a share of this
burden in proportion to its share of OECD income,22 which would imply a total U.S. contribution
of $23.8 billion in 2014 (on top of existing programs in investment and trade), sufficient to fully
fund the MCA and significantly increase funding for HIV/AIDS and growth and poverty
reduction more broadly. While this increase would require significantly more resources in 2014
than the adjusted baseline assumptions, it is a sound investment that should yield dividends not
only from a humanitarian perspective but also in boosting America’s perceived legitimacy abroad
and thus helping to advance our agenda internationally.
In many other categories of the foreign affairs budget, there is reason to expect spending
to grow in line with or below the adjusted baseline projection. Both politically allocated
economic assistance and security assistance for foreign military training and capabilities, which
together account for more than 40 percent of foreign affairs spending, are slated to decline under
agreements negotiated with Egypt and Israel, the largest recipients.23 Assistance to former
Warsaw Pact countries can also be expected to decline.24 For humanitarian assistance, where
public support is generally strong, the baseline scenario is compatible with growth in line with
inflation and world population growth.25
Since September 11, 2001, with growing concern that the United States is losing the
battle of hearts and minds in the Islamic world, numerous task forces have called for substantial
expansion of U.S. public diplomacy. Spending on diplomacy, which we define to include all State
Department operational costs and public information activities, including broadcasting, has
recently received a significant boost to upgrade embassy security, following declines in the
1990s. Although we support the calls for improved public diplomacy, even big expansions to
these programs would have little impact on the overall budget, because of their relatively modest
cost.
Overall, the foreign affairs account of the U.S. budget measures the priority America
places on the exercise of diplomacy and foreign assistance abroad. Over the next ten years, there
is good reason to expect and indeed support continued real expansion in foreign affairs spending
to combat threats to our national security from the HIV/AIDS crisis, global poverty, and global
terrorism.
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Strengthening the Civilian Response to Complex Emergencies
One other area of the foreign affairs budget—complex emergencies, and particularly post-conflict
reconstruction—requires more comment. Although candidate Bush derided U.S. forays into
“nation building” during the 2000 election, just three years later the United States is engaged in
two new and ambitious (particularly in the case of Iraq) such exercises. This follows on four postconflict reconstruction projects initiated in the past decade alone (one initiated under the first
President Bush, making the endeavor fully bipartisan).26 Like it or not, stabilization and transition
in post-conflict societies are likely to remain unavoidable U.S. responsibilities. Failing to prepare
for this reality would be negligent and shortsighted.
We recommend strengthening budget resources and programmatic coherence for
complex emergencies, an area where the potential for overlap between military and civilian
capabilities is high.27 In Iraq as elsewhere, the United States often asks the military to do things
that are largely civilian in nature, simply because it is better equipped to respond quickly and to
find the necessary resources to fund unanticipated missions. This is efficient for some “dual-use”
capabilities, where replicating capacity in a civilian agency separate from the Department of
Defense would be hugely redundant and costly (the scale can run to tens of thousands of
soldiers). But in situations where the U.S. military is not deployed and in stabilized post-conflict
environments, it would be more cost effective to draw on a stand-by capacity of perhaps 500 to
1,000 civilians capable of quickly undertaking efforts to aid and rebuild countries in distress. In
Iraq, for example, it makes little sense for the Pentagon to execute multibillion dollar
development and reconstruction contracts for the country’s electricity grid, phone network, or
highway system. Similarly, in the southern sectors of Iraq, where the U.S. armed forces are not
present, multinational divisions in place do not have adequate spare logistical capacity to handle
even the immediate postwar economic and humanitarian activities.
We therefore advocate creating, within the State Department’s Agency for International
Development, an integrated office to respond quickly to complex humanitarian emergencies,
which might merge and expand the existing capabilities of the Offices of Foreign Disaster
Assistance and Transition Initiatives and related units with the effect of creating new standing
capacity ready to react quickly. These individuals would not be so numerous as to rebuild a
country on their own; rather, they would develop and oversee the execution of plans to rebuild a
country or address other complex emergencies, relying on private contractors from the United
States and abroad as well as nongovernmental organizations.
Congress routinely and understandably rejects administration requests for standing funds
for contingencies as “slush funds,” instead financing these operations through often slow and
cumbersome supplemental budget requests. Congress could prepare for more rapid and cost-
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effective interventions by underwriting a stand-by civilian capacity with modest contingency
funding, which could be scaled up rapidly through emergency supplemental funding. Congress
has taken a step in this direction with its recent decision to grant the administration’s request for a
$100 million contingency fund.
The cost of such a new program would be modest, perhaps a few hundred million dollars
with an additional $100 million annually if the United States also created a dedicated police force
of up to 1,000 officers for deployment to post-conflict zones—a critical need in recent crises.
Using adjusted baseline assumptions, we project spending on all programs currently
addressing complex emergencies to be $6.3 billion in 2014. 28 Although America’s reconstruction
spending in Afghanistan and Iraq should taper off by 2014, sharply reducing spending in this
category, the importance of preventing failed states in an age of global terror adds a hard-headed
security rationale to an already compelling humanitarian case for devoting adequate resources to
complex emergencies. Thus, for 2014, we suggest that non-Defense Department U.S. spending on
complex emergencies could be twice the average of U.S. spending between 1999 and 2003 (when
civilian costs were low and military costs were dominant), amounting to $1.7 billion, including
the costs of a standing civilian agency. A more deliberate approach to dividing up responsibilities
between military and civilian personnel might also entail some reallocation between the defense
and foreign affairs accounts.29

Conclusion
Even in these difficult fiscal times, the United States needs to spend more on its foreign policy
and national security activities broadly defined. The state of the world and the country’s national
security interests require it. Indeed, in real-dollar terms, the United States should make further
modest increases in all three major budgetary elements of its national security activities—the
armed forces, homeland security, and international affairs—which means that in real-dollar terms
future spending levels will attain the peak levels of the cold war.
The nation surely can afford this, however, given the growth of its economy since the
cold war. In that sense, the 1990s post-cold war peace dividend will not be entirely lost. Defense
budgets that ranged from 5 percent to 10 percent of GDP during the cold war could remain
comfortably below 4 percent and need only grow slightly faster than inflation to address likely
demands of the strategic environment. The federal homeland security budget, less than $20
billion annually before 9/11 and now about $30 billion, needs to increase further to roughly $65
billion. But even that will represent less than half a percent of GDP. International affairs budgets
for diplomacy and aid, while needing much larger relative increases (given their scant funding in
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recent years), would rise to $60 billion in total. Nonetheless there is a compelling argument for an
even greater investment in foreign affairs and diplomacy to advance the nation’s strategic
interests and to address moral and humanitarian imperatives. Foreign affairs spending has fallen
as a share of the budget from 5.3 percent of total outlays in 1962 at the time of the Cuban missile
crisis to just 1.3 percent in 2000 and as a share of national income from 1 percent in 1962 to 0.2
percent in 2000. 30 Even the recommended annual growth rate of roughly 3 percent a year would
still keep foreign affairs shares at less than one-third what they were during the cold war. In sum,
the total cost of all three main pillars of American foreign policy will be less than 4 percent of
GDP and less than 20 percent of total federal spending.
In difficult fiscal times, asking for any increases in federal funding at all is admittedly a
difficult proposition. But the U.S. struggle against terrorism, killer diseases, global poverty, and
other dangerous problems demands it. The challenges posed by exploding populations in most of
the world’s poorest regions, major schisms between the Islamic and non-Islamic worlds, and
globalization demand that we treat this issue with the utmost of urgency—even as the memories
of September 11 and associated political pressure to improve the defenses of the country may
begin to lose some of the strength they possessed just two short years ago.
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Chapter 4

Restructuring Domestic Spending
Isabel Sawhill and Charles Schultze
This chapter discusses the domestic spending component of the better government plan. For purposes of
the chapter, domestic spending consists of all budget outlays except defense, international affairs,
homeland security, and the three large entitlement programs (Social Security, Medicare, and Medicaid),
which are discussed elsewhere. In fiscal year 2003, domestic spending, apart from interest on the debt,
accounted for 31 percent of the total budget and 6.3 percent of GDP. In our baseline budget these
programs grow less rapidly than the economy, shrinking to 4.8 percent of GDP by 2014.
The better government plan is based on the premise that federal activities need continuous review
as the economy changes and social norms evolve. When new national priorities gain acceptance,
government is called on to devote resources to meet new objectives. But meanwhile, unfortunately,
existing programs have acquired beneficiaries and political constituencies that make it almost impossible
to cut them back. The benefits of such programs often go to a narrow segment of the population that is
well organized to preserve its gains, whereas the costs are spread across a much larger population, which
has little incentive to evaluate the benefits or object to the higher taxes entailed. But if new programs are
piled on top of old ones, the government will grow too large and unwieldy. Older programs should be
periodically reviewed and some of them downsized or eliminated to make room for higher-priority
spending.
We believe that effective government programs can both enhance the productivity of the
economy and open opportunities for those left behind. The plan offers an illustrative menu of spending
choices designed to move toward current national priorities in both areas. It rejects the view, inherent in
the smaller government plan, that a substantial fraction of what the federal government does in the
domestic arena is unwarranted. At the same time, it recognizes that over the years the budget has
accumulated programs whose costs, at current funding levels, significantly outweigh their benefits and
whose continued funding at those levels may slow economic growth. The plan includes a set of program
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cuts to make room for increases elsewhere. On balance, the program cuts and additions hold government
spending relative to GDP at approximately its current levels. The plan entails more revenue increases than
spending cuts, however, because recent tax cuts have reduced revenues substantially below the GDP share
that prevailed for several decades.
A detailed examination of the hundreds of individual domestic programs in the federal budget is
beyond the scope of the current effort. This chapter simply illustrates the kinds of choices to be made if
government is to be not just leaner but also better.

An Illustrative Menu of High-Priority Initiatives
Eliminating the deficit without addressing important domestic priorities would not make economic or
social sense. Although a large continuing deficit is detrimental to economic growth, so is neglect of public
investments in education, health, transportation, and research. Public investment complements private
investment in new technologies, facilities, and equipment that enhance growth. Furthermore, citizens
value such things as a cleaner environment, shorter commuting times, and safer streets, which enhance
their quality of life but do not show up in conventional measures of economic welfare. Moreover, while
most Americans have benefited from the higher productivity that has accompanied rapid advances in
technology and globalization, some mechanism is needed to cushion the losses suffered by those whose
jobs have been destroyed in the process. Restructuring the social safety net to encourage work can
simultaneously increase the incomes of the least fortunate and produce more jobs and more growth. For
all these reasons, a balanced plan to reduce the deficit should make room for new domestic spending to
achieve these objectives.
This plan allocates roughly $21 billion a year for such purposes, in addition to increases in
domestic spending already assumed in the baseline. Such a modest sum (less than 3 percent of total
domestic discretionary spending) can make a substantial contribution to funding these new initiatives
although budgetary discipline will require making hard choices among competing priorities.
The first priority is “making work pay” by restructuring safety net programs to increase the
incentives and rewards for low-wage workers. The reform of welfare in 1996 transformed the social
policy landscape in the United States by requiring most mothers receiving welfare to work, limiting cash
assistance to five years, and increasing state responsibility. These reforms have been far more successful
than many people expected. Caseloads were more than halved. Child poverty declined. And the majority
of mothers leaving welfare are working. Some of this success is due to the strong economy in the late
1990s, but much of it is due to new welfare rules in combination with more supports for low-wage earners
that both encourage and reward work. These supports include the earned income tax credit, Medicaid,
child care, and other programs that assist lower-income working families.1
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Research suggests that further progress in reducing poverty and improving the life chances of
children could be achieved by supporting the efforts of low-income parents to become self-sufficient
through work. Work is a powerful antidote to poverty. If the heads of low-income families worked as
much as the heads of nonpoor families, poverty in the United States would be almost halved.2 But most
former welfare recipients are single parents with little education or technical skill. The work available to
them pays low wages and offers few benefits and little job security. To ensure that children are not left
alone or in dangerous circumstances, a parent who is earning, say, $7 to $12 an hour needs help paying
for child care.
Moreover, child care made affordable to low-income working families should not only ensure
children’s safety, but also help them develop the language and other skills they need for future success.
The best Head Start and other early childhood development programs have well-documented track
records of improving the later school success of disadvantaged children.3 But Head Start and the Child
Care and Development Block Grant program now serve only a fraction of the children eligible for
assistance. Head Start targets preschool-age children from poor families and serves about 60 percent of
eligible children.4 The block grant targets all children in families with incomes up to $40,000 or $50,000 a
year and serves only about 12 percent of those eligible.5 Additional funding would enable more of the
families eligible for assistance to participate.
A related priority is increasing health care coverage for low-income working families. An
increasing number of low-wage jobs provide no health benefits. In recent years, considerable progress has
been made toward covering low-income children through Medicaid or the Children’s Health Insurance
Program (CHIP). Even so, 20 percent of children in families below the poverty line were uninsured in
2002.6 For their parents, the situation is even more serious. Although mothers on welfare are
automatically eligible for Medicaid, once they leave the rolls for a job and have exhausted some
temporary benefits, they often end up with no coverage at all since only a third of low-wage workers have
coverage through their employer.7 Federal funds could be used to encourage states both to expand
coverage under CHIP or Medicaid and to enroll more of those already eligible for these public programs.
Another priority is helping states improve elementary and secondary education—a key to future
workforce productivity. Enactment of the No Child Left Behind Act of 2001 (NCLB) was a milestone in
the many attempts to reform elementary and secondary education. The act combined an emphasis on
standards and testing with new resources for teacher training, student assessments, preschool and afterschool programs, and extra help for poor children. But some of the added funds earmarked for these
purposes have never been appropriated, leaving states with a partially unfunded mandate to improve
student performance on their own. In the meantime, states are struggling with the federal requirement to
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educate the increasing number of children with special needs, a requirement that absorbs as much as onethird of all education spending in some jurisdictions.8
Education is primarily a state and local responsibility, but NCLB reflected a national consensus
that the federal government should help states increase the effectiveness of schools. To this end
Washington should pick up the costs for the testing requirements of NCLB and assist states in meeting the
“highly qualified” teacher components of the act. Teacher development is expensive, and although
teacher training has historically been a state duty, NCLB requires that states raise certification
requirements for secondary school teachers. Middle and high school teachers will have to demonstrate
proficiency in the subjects they teach, either by having majored in the subject in college or by passing a
test demonstrating college-level knowledge of the subject. In mathematics, approximately 50 percent of
current teachers do not meet the requirement.9 Without higher federal spending, the effort to improve
educational outcomes and better prepare students for work is in jeopardy.
A final example concerns energy and the environment. Investments in less polluting or less
energy-intensive products or manufacturing processes are public goods (meaning that those making the
investments seldom get all the benefits for themselves). For this reason, clean and energy-efficient
technologies are undersupplied by the market. An expansion of environmentally friendly research and
development—without anointing any particular technologies as “the” solution—is clearly justified.
Such a goal need not impose new demands on the budget, however. Perhaps the most important
step that could be taken to improve the environment and ease energy concerns is to get the prices of
energy right. Government could move the nation toward more accurate pricing either through taxes on
energy or a system of auctioned and tradable emissions permits that confronts consumers with the full
social cost of the energy they use, including environmental damages. Such measures could both reduce
the deficit and encourage environmentally friendly research and investment.

Cutting Domestic Spending (Outside Social Security, Medicare, and Medicaid)
The better government plan identifies domestic saving of several major types: federal investment and
R&D programs that provide low or negative returns or that carry out activities better provided by the
private sector; subsidy programs for business or for middle- and upper-income groups that do not provide
public benefits commensurate with their costs; grants to state and local governments that do not meet the
objectives for which they were established or that finance activities more properly financed by state and
local taxpayers; and specific budget-saving improvements in the efficiency of government programs.
Some of the savings identified here are also included in the sweeping cuts contained in the smaller
government plan. But in keeping with the more positive view of the role of government underlying this
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Table 4-1. Better Government Plan: Illustrative Spending Cuts
Billions of dollars
Category of cut
Subsidies
State and local grants
Low-value investment
Improved efficiency and reduction of fraud and abuse
Total
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2014
23
17
20
8
68

Sources and methods: Some savings from budget actions were identified by the authors, but many came
from the Congressional Budget Office, Budget Options (March 2003), either directly, or as modified by the
authors. In most cases the savings were estimated for fiscal 2003 and projected forward to 2014 at the same
rate as the overall growth in discretionary spending in the baseline. In some cases, CBO projections of
annual savings, available annually through 2008, and as five- and ten-year totals, were used as the basis for
projecting 2014 estimates. Savings in mandatory programs were projected using CBO estimates of growth
in those programs contained in its publication “The Budget and Economic Outlook: An Update,” August
2003. Figures may not add to totals because of rounding.

plan, the criteria to select programs for spending cuts are substantially more selective than those applied
in the smaller government plan.
In the remainder of the chapter, tables offer illustrative lists of spending cuts of various kinds
included in the better government plan as they would affect fiscal 2014, the target year for eliminating the
deficit.10 Together the cuts total $68 billion (table 4-1). Even though these spending reductions are
substantially smaller than those in the smaller government approach, many are quite controversial. Few
cuts, however, can be made in existing federal programs without eliciting heated, if highly concentrated,
opposition. And those unwilling to support the smaller government agenda sketched in chapter 2 must
nevertheless recognize that without some significant spending cuts, neither deficit reduction nor attempts
to fund new program initiatives will be acceptable to the broad public.
Finally, the presentation of such specific lists of cuts as those shown in the following tables does
not imply a belief that any group of people, even those broadly sharing the same criteria used in
constructing the tables, would select these particular reductions as the best choices available. The lists
simply demonstrate that the spending objective in the better government plan could be met with those
criteria in mind.

Federal Subsidies
In total, subsidy programs would be cut to produce $23 billion in annual budget savings by 2014 (see
table 4-2). The largest of these cuts would come in farm subsidies.
Phasing down farm subsidies to half their current level for 2008 and subsequent years would save
more than $6 billion a year by 201411 Crop production in the United States is highly concentrated among
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Table 4-2. Subsidies: Illustrative Cuts
Billions of dollars
Cut
Phase down farm subsidies to one-half baseline by 2008
Reduce selected conservation programs by half
Eliminate rural development programs (except housing)
Cut subsidy element for crop insurance in half
Phase out maritime subsidies by 2008

2014
6.5
1.3
1.2
1.9
0.2

Charge fees for trade promotion
Eliminate advanced technology program and manufacturing partnerships
Eliminate Economic Development Administration, regional commissions, and
related programs
Recover meat inspection costs with fees

0.4
0.4

Reform flood insurance to reduce subsidies and future flood damage
Eliminate Amtrak subsidies for less traveled lines
Eliminate veterans disability compensation for disability ratings of 30 percent of
less and use one-third of savings for higher disabilities
Charge FAA air traffic control fees based on marginal cost
Increase fees to cover 75 percent of additional transportation security costs
Charge fees for cost of operating inland waterways and levy harbor maintenance
fees on port users

0.6
0.4

Charge 10 basis point fee per $100 of owned assets of Fannie Mae, Freddie
Mac, and other housing government sponsored enterprises
Charge market-based fees for power marketing administration power sales
Eliminate requirement that government-owned or financed cargo be carried on
U.S. flag vessels
Total
Sources and methods: See table 4-1.

1.2
1.0

0.4
2.0
2.1
0.6

2.4
0.2
0.5
23

large farms. Because subsidies are distributed among individual farms more or less in proportion to their
production, the 7 percent of farms with gross receipts in excess of $250,000 in 2001 got 50 percent of all
subsidy payments. Farmers with net income of $100,000 and over received an average of $50,000 each in
subsidy payments.12 There are limits on the payments that a farm can receive, but they are not fully
effective—indeed one element of the subsidy system is explicitly constructed to bypass payment limits.
Supporters of large-scale farm subsidies argue that the current system is needed in good times and
bad to keep small and intermediate-size farms, and a rural way of life, in existence. But the share of
subsidies going to such farmers is small. Moreover, the excess production capacity sustained by U.S. farm
subsidies depresses the livelihood of farmers in the third world. American subsidies, along with their
European counterparts, are a major obstacle to world trade negotiations.
The smaller government program, which would wipe out all farm subsidies, goes too far. There is
a legitimate case for federal income supports, within carefully defined limits, as a safety net. The better
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government program would restrict farm subsidies to countercyclical supports for farm families to offset
some of the large declines in income which they periodically suffer because of the high volatility of
agricultural prices. But even these subsidies should be subject to much lower payment limits.
In 1996, Congress enacted a substantially scaled-down subsidy system, only to pass a series of
emergency measures sharply boosting subsidy levels a few years later. To ensure the permanence of the
subsidy cut, such emergency appropriations should be prohibited under congressional procedures (see the
discussion of budget procedures in chapter 2).
Other subsidy cuts are possible. Congress could, for example, impose a fee, based on marginal
costs, for air traffic control services. The fees would vary by the cost of providing the services, which
vary according to type of airport and other factors. Such fees would encourage a more efficient pattern of
operations and yield savings of some $2 billion by 2014. Congress could also impose fees or raise highly
subsidized charges for providing business-like services. It could recover Department of Agriculture meat
inspection costs with fees; reduce the subsidy for government-provided flood insurance, which often
promotes development of frequently flooded areas; raise the fees for providing airline security; charge
fees to exporters to cover costs of trade promotion activities; and cut in half the subsidy in governmentsponsored crop insurance. Savings for 2014 would total $6 billion.

State and Local Grants
The smaller government plan for spending reductions wipes out some $123 billion of programs,
principally federal grants to state and local governments, on grounds that there is no rationale for federal
taxpayers to support programs that essentially meet the needs of citizens within individual state and local
boundaries. Such programs, it posits, should therefore be the responsibility of state and local taxpayers. It
consequently eliminates, among other programs, all grants for elementary and secondary education within
the Department of Education; all housing subsidy, community development, and other grants of the
Department of Housing and Urban Development; and the waste treatment grants of the Environmental
Protection Agency. The better government plan cuts a substantial but much smaller $17 billion from
federal grant programs (table 4-3).
One major difference between the two plans is that the better government approach preserves
most or all grants that assist poor and disadvantaged households or schools and other institutions serving
them. Competition among states and localities tends to limit the tax dollars those governments can devote
to support for lower-income citizens and the institutions that serve them. The cost to state and local
taxpayers for providing significant assistance to the poor and disadvantaged is twofold: the direct cost of
the support itself and an indirect cost when generous provision of such services threatens to drive away
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Table 4-3. State and Local Grants: Illustrative Cuts
Billions of dollars
Cut
Cut wastewater and drinking water construction grants in half by increasing state
cost-sharing
Eliminate senior community service employment program
Concentrate Community Development Block Grant funding on less wealthy
communities
Eliminate federal grants for vocational and adult education, drug-free schools, and
a number of additional purposes, while maintaining other grants such as those
for disadvantaged schools and state grants for improving teacher quality
Combine twenty-four categorical grants into four block grants and cut totals by 10
percent
Total
Sources and methods: See table 4-1.

2014
1.8
0.6
1.0

6.6
6.6
17

well-to-do taxpayers or attract an influx of the poor from other jurisdictions. Partial support for such
services by the federal government reduces the competitive problem and lets taxpayers judge the merits of
such programs more nearly on the basis of the direct cost of furnishing them.
In some cases, such as building interstate highways or constructing waste treatment plants along
major rivers, the services provided by one governmental jurisdiction accrue in a substantial way to
citizens outside that jurisdiction. Here, federal grants that reimburse state and local governments for part
of the cost of such services help make sure the services are indeed provided. The appropriate magnitude
of such grants is, of course, a matter of budgetary policy.
Following these criteria, the better government plan preserves the housing subsidy grants of the
Department of Housing and Urban Development that provide services to the poor and near-poor. Some
might argue that the support furnished to lower-income citizens might be better served by lessening the
fraction devoted to housing subsidies, but if so the funds saved should be rechanneled through other
grants that serve the same population. The plan does not eliminate the Community Development Block
Grant program but does recommend excluding more affluent communities from grant eligibility.
In addition to providing funds for elementary and secondary schools serving many children from
disadvantaged families and for the “No Child Left Behind” initiative, the Department of Education
oversees many other categorical grants to state and local governments for elementary and secondary
education. Some grants provide modest funds for purposes that are principally financed by and are a part
of the educational responsibilities of state and local governments. Others fund special activities with
worthy objectives but limited effectiveness. Some, such as safe and drug-free schools and vocational
education, show few signs of improving outcomes.13 And to the extent that the vocational curriculum
successfully meets the needs of particular communities, it is clearly in the interest of those communities
and their business establishments to support the program. Savings from eliminating these and other
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questionable programs would amount to a little under $7 billion in 2014. The better government budget
plan does not, however, eliminate the program for the education of the disadvantaged or a number of
other major education grants.
The better government plan retains the Environmental Protection Agency’s grants for building
waste treatment and water supply facilities, but cuts them in half by increasing state cost-sharing. It also
proposes combining twenty-four of the remaining federal grants into four block grants and cutting their
spending 10 percent. The increase in efficiency and flexibility for the states ought, at least roughly, to
make up for the reduced funding. Grants for “income security” and those associated with high-priority
national objectives (for example, aid to disadvantaged schools and state children’s health insurance) were
not included in the group to be blocked.

Low-value Federal Investments
Federal spending on low-value investments and research would be reduced $20 billion a year by 2014
under the spending cuts suggested for this category (table 4-4). Almost half the cuts would come in
National Aeronautic and Space Administration programs.
The space shuttle and the space station rank high on the list of major federal investments whose
costs have vastly exceeded the benefits delivered. Originally NASA’s shuttle program was conceived as
an inexpensive way of sending human beings on numerous important military and scientific missions—as
many as twenty-five to sixty missions a year.14 But the costs and complexity of life systems led to
payload limits that sharply downgraded the shuttle’s usefulness. The Air Force dropped out as a customer,
and both military and serious scientific tasks have long been carried out through unmanned missions. By
1988, planned flights had dropped to eight a year; the past four years flights averaged five annually.
Moreover, in the 113 shuttle flights launched to date, fourteen astronauts have died, an average fatality
rate of one for every eight missions. The international space station is also vastly less productive than

Table 4-4. Research and Investment Spending: Illustrative Cuts
Billions of dollars
Cut
Eliminate manned space flight
Eliminate energy research on fossil fuels, solar and renewable sources, freedom
car, conservation techniques, and grants to states for households
Eliminate construction grants for large and medium-sized airports
Eliminate earmarking in highway authorization bills
Eliminate grants for “light rail” urban mass transit investments
Reduce Army Corps of Engineers new construction starts to the point where 2014
construction outlays, adjusted for inflation, are half of 2003 levels
Total
Sources and methods: Same as table 4-1.

2014
9.0
2.9
2.0
2.5
1.8
1.3
20
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originally conceived. Because of spiraling costs and other problems, several design features were dropped
and the planned crew size of seven was cut to three. Since substantial crew time is required simply to
maintain the station, little capability is left for scientific uses. Phasing out both manned space flights and
the space station would save a total of $9 billion by 2014.
Examples of other low-value investments that could be halted include the Energy Department’s
applied research on solar and renewable power sources, fossil fuels, and conservation technologies. The
department would do better to concentrate on carrying out its basic research mission, for its record in
developing commercially viable alternative sources of fossil fuels is poor. Markets for renewable power
sources are growing rapidly, especially in photo-voltaics and wind energy.15 If the tax and tradable
emissions permits recommended earlier are put in place, the private capital market should be able to
support an expansion in applied research and development by private firms. A similar case can be made
for reducing or eliminating the federal role in developing conservation technologies. However, the better
government program leaves intact funds for general and more basic energy research. Such research is less
likely to be supported through the incentives of the private market and is, unlike applied research,
appropriately a federal function.
Congress could also eliminate its earmarked “high-priority” projects in the federal-aid highway
program. Increasingly Congress requires that hundreds of specific highway projects be funded each year,
on top of the regular federal-aid highway grants whose use states decide subject to guidelines and broad
categories established by the federal government. Essentially these earmarked projects are typical “pork
barrel.”
Congress could also reduce new construction starts by the Army Corps of Engineers to the point
where outlays fall to something like 50 percent of their projected path. The smaller government program
simply wipes out all funds for the corps civil programs. Although the corps and its congressional
supporters have often been criticized, with reason, for undertaking many projects whose realistically
evaluated benefits cannot cover costs, one cannot assume that no water investments deserve federal
support. The fraction of corps projects that would pass more rigorous cost-benefit evaluations may turn
out to be higher or lower than assumed here, but significant budget savings can be expected. Funds for
operating and maintaining existing corps inland waterway projects should be raised by fees on waterway
users (included in the subsidy reduction category), thus relieving federal taxpayers of the need to
subsidize waterway users. Together these proposals could save some $2 billion in 2014.

Improved Efficiency and Reduction of Fraud and Abuse
Congressional committees, the General Accounting Office, and agency inspector generals have reported
numerous studies estimating losses of billions of dollars in erroneous, fraudulent, or excessively generous
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payments to individuals, health care providers, and business firms in general. And lists totaling scores of
billions of dollars in potential budget savings have been compiled. Often, however, recommendations
about how to achieve those savings are simply admonitory—“agency officials should work more closely
with state and local enforcement officials,” and so on. Enforcement efforts can indeed be improved and
efficiencies are surely possible. But without highly specific and detailed plans and without much larger
enforcement budgets and sometimes much more intrusive and time-consuming eligibility monitoring, one
should not count on large budget savings.
In some cases the current “rules of the game” clearly foster excessive costs in the operation of
government programs, and cost-saving changes can be made without creating onerous burdens for those
involved. Annual savings amounting to $8 billion are identified in table 4-5. One example involves a
change in paying home health care providers under Medicare. In 2001 the government, which had been
paying these providers for each home visit to a patient, began paying on the basis of a single charge for
each sixty-day “episode” of care. A fee schedule per episode for each of eighty categories of treatment
was set, taking into account the earlier experience about the specific services typically provided during a
sixty-day period, But since then, home visits per episode have fallen by about one-third, and on average
payments now exceed costs by 25 percent. The proposed reform would freeze episode payments for each
of the eighty categories at the 2003 level through 2007, thus gradually narrowing the difference between
costs and payments. Cost savings in 2014 would be in the neighborhood of $4 billion. (Medicare is the
subject of chapter 5, but these savings involve administrative matters rather than payments to
beneficiaries, and are included here.)

Table 4-5. Improving Efficiency and Reducing Waste: Illustrative Cuts
Billions of dollars
Cut
Reform Medicare payment formula for home health care
Change Medicaid procurement rules to acquire drugs at competitive prices
Eliminate floor on rates for lenders fees on student loans
Improve FDA’s list of approved brand-name drugs to speed the marketing of
generic drugs
Total
Sources and methods: See table 4-1.

2014
4.5
0.8
1.7
1.1
8
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Chapter 5

The Impact of
An Aging Population
Henry J. Aaron and Peter R. Orszag

Balancing the budget over the next decade is an important goal for the nation in part because later decades
threaten even larger budget challenges. The first baby boomers become eligible for early Social Security
retirement benefits in 2008 and for Medicare in 2011. As the baby boomers increasingly become eligible
for these programs, the federal budget is expected to begin running deficits vastly larger than those
projected over the next decade.1
Balancing the budget by 2014 will help prepare both the economy as a whole (through higher
national saving, which raises our future productivity) and the federal budget (through smaller increases in
public debt, which reduce future debt service costs) to meet these challenges. Merely balancing the
budget over the next decade, however, is not enough. Both Social Security and Medicare face long-term
deficits. The sooner both are placed on a solid long-term footing, the better it will be both for the federal
budget and for program beneficiaries. Both programs are a major source of long-term budget imbalance,
and early action will allow changes to be implemented gradually and spare everyone the burden of abrupt
tax increases or benefit cuts. Delay carries the threat that sudden and dramatic changes in benefits on
which people had based their retirement plans may one day be forced on us.
Avoiding abrupt changes to the major retirement programs implies not only that long-term
reforms should be enacted as soon as possible, but also that sound long-term reforms will contribute little
to balancing the federal budget over the next decade. The fiscal benefits will eventually be enormous, but
most will come much later. For example, many Social Security reform plans, reflecting a commitment not
to cut benefits of current retirees or older workers, maintain benefits for those fifty-five or older.2 Those
younger than fifty-five in 2004 will not become eligible for Social Security retirement benefits until after
2011 and will receive only about 5 percent of the total retirement benefits paid between 2005 and 2014.
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The potential contribution to budget balance over the next decade from a long-term reform that, as we
believe proper, exempts retirees and near retirees is therefore small.
In any case, the focus of this book is how to eliminate the deficit in the unified budget over the
next decade. It will not address the much larger and more complex problems of how to restore long-term
financial balance to Social Security and Medicare and whether and how to change their structure. Nor will
it address the quite different but equally serious issues in the design of Medicaid, the federal-state
program that provides health benefits for the poor. We believe that large-scale modifications in Social
Security and Medicare should be designed not to achieve near-term savings, but rather to improve the
structure of retirement and health programs for the aged and disabled and to place them on a sound longterm footing. For these reasons, we make no attempt to evaluate or indicate our preferences among
alternative long-term Social Security and Medicare reforms.3 We list several in tables later and indicate
the generally small contribution they can make to balancing the unified budget in the next decade.

Background on Entitlement Spending
In 2004, mandatory spending—outlays that do not require an annual congressional appropriation—is
projected to total $1.3 trillion, more than half of all government spending. Of this mandatory spending,
about three-fourths will go for the “Big Three”—Social Security, Medicare, and Medicaid.
Spending on these three programs is projected to grow rapidly as the baby boom generation
ages—nearly doubling as a share of gross domestic product by 2040. If, as commonly assumed, per capita
medical spending continues to outpace growth of per capita GDP even after 2040, the budget shares will
keep on growing (table 5-1). Furthermore, both Social Security and one of the two major parts of

Table 5-1. Projected Social Security, Medicare, and Medicaid Outlays as Percentage of GDP, 2004-60
Year
Social Security
Medicare
Medicaid
Total
2004
4.3
2.6
1.6
8.5
2010
4.3
3.2
1.8
9.3
2015

4.8

3.5

2.1

10.4

a

12.3

2020

5.4

4.5

2.4

2040

6.6

6.7

4.0

17.3

2060

6.8

8.4

5.2

20.5

Source: Congressional Budget Office, “The Budget and Economic Outlook; An Update,” August 2003; and U.S.
House of Representatives, Committee on Ways and Means, 2000 Green Book, Background Material and Data on
Programs within the Jurisdiction of the Committee on Ways and Means, October 6, 2000.
a. Assumes that Medicaid spending rises at the same rate as projected Medicare outlays.
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Medicare—hospital insurance, or part A—are financed through dedicated taxes that, over the long term,
are projected to be insufficient to pay for all benefits promised under current law.

Social Security
Social Security is now running a sizable cash-flow surplus—more than $164 billion in 2004. The excess
of revenues over outlays for benefits and administration is projected to grow until it reaches almost $334
billion in inflation-adjusted dollars in 2015. Revenues include payroll taxes, now 12.4 percent of earnings
up to a ceiling ($87,900 in 2004), most of the income tax collections on Social Security benefits, and
interest on accumulated reserves. Pension costs will rise fast as the baby boomers become eligible for
retirement benefits.

Projections indicate that these revenues and accumulated reserves—now $1.5

trillion—will be sufficient to pay for currently legislated benefits through 2042. The same projections
indicate that earmarked revenues will cover 95 percent of promised Social Security benefits over the next
fifty years and 88 percent over the next seventy-five years.4

Medicare
Medicare hospital insurance (HI, or part A) is also running cash-flow surpluses—$24 billion in 2004.
Benefits, which include inpatient hospital care, skilled nursing facility care, home health care, and hospice
care, are financed by a payroll tax of 2.9 percent of all earnings and part of income tax collections on
Social Security benefits received by the upper-income elderly and disabled. These surpluses are projected
to grow and remain around $35 billion for the next decade. Accumulated surpluses are projected to cover
all currently promised benefits through 2026.
The long-term deficit in HI is proportionately much larger than that in Social Security. Dedicated
revenues and accumulated reserves are projected to cover only 71 percent of promised benefits over the
next fifty years and 58 percent over the next seventy-five years. The Medicare projections are subject to
more uncertainty than are those for Social Security. Both are subject to demographic and economic
contingencies, but Medicare projections also depend sensitively on growth of per capita health care costs.
Medicare supplemental medical insurance (SMI, or part B) covers doctors’ services, a few
outpatient drugs and vaccines, durable medical equipment, and certain other services. Premiums paid by
Medicare eligibles cover about one-fourth of program costs, and general revenues cover most of the rest.
Under legislation enacted in 2003, premiums will be increased for upper-income enrollees, starting in
2007. The same legislation expands coverage of out-patient drugs starting in 2006. The cost of SMI,
already a sizable current drain on the budget, is projected to grow rapidly. Outlays net of premiums paid
by enrollees are projected to rise from $95 billion in 2004 to $163 billion in 2012. In addition, the drug
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benefits and other changes in Medicare will absorb $58 billion in general revenues in 2012 and more in
succeeding years.
Medicare expenditures are expected to rise even faster than pension costs because outlays will be
driven not only by the growing ranks of beneficiaries, but also by per capita medical costs that are
projected to increase faster than per capita income.

Medicaid
Medicaid pays for acute and long-term care for the poor—elderly and nonelderly—and for premiums,
deductibles, and cost sharing under Medicare for people enrolled in both programs. Because most middleclass Americans have few savings apart from Social Security and home equity, many quickly exhaust
their assets and become eligible for Medicaid when old and forced to enter nursing homes. Medicaid
accounts for more than 40 percent of all nursing home and home health payments. In recent years,
Medicaid outlays have risen much faster than Medicare spending. The recent recession has
simultaneously inflated Medicaid rolls and forced states to cut back on services and eligibility to hold
down costs. Over the long term, Medicaid costs could rise faster or slower than Medicare outlays. The
exact pace will depend not only on the number of aged and disabled (as do Medicare outlays) but also on
changes in the proportion of the population that is in poverty and on state policies.5

Clearly, in the case of all three programs, specific long-term estimates matter little because it is
impossible accurately to project economic and demographic conditions and health technology decades
into the future. But these projections leave little doubt that Social Security faces a long-term deficit,
probably of modest size and manageable if tackled soon, but increasingly difficult to handle if action is
long delayed. The projections also show that Medicare hospital insurance faces a huge and challenging
deficit and that supplemental medical insurance, the new prescription drug benefits, and Medicaid will
impose increasing burdens on general revenues.

Entitlement Reform and the Federal Budget
Social Security, Medicare, and Medicaid comprise a large and growing part of the budget. To exclude
them entirely from the effort to restore fiscal balance would make achieving that goal all the more
difficult. In addition, as emphasized above, long-term reform should ideally be enacted soon to spread the
burden of addressing the long-term funding problems confronting both Social Security and Medicare
hospital insurance.
At the same time, it makes little sense to base big changes in the nation’s core retirement
programs on short-term budget savings rather than on long-term structural considerations. Congress has
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never been willing to enact large abrupt cuts in either Social Security or Medicare. Sound policy as well
as politics explains this reticence.
Congress has, however, made small benefit cuts with little notice, and we propose some below.
For example, in 1983, Congress cut Social Security benefits to help deal with a current cash-flow deficit
and a projected long-term deficit. Congress enacted an immediate implicit benefit reduction of less than 2
percent, but it delayed implementing a much larger long-term benefit cut (raising the age at which
benefits can be claimed) for seventeen years and then spread the ensuing cuts over two six-year periods,
one from 2000 through 2005 and one from 2017 through 2022. Thus, Congress allowed nearly four
decades from enactment until full implementation. This degree of gradualism underscores the caution
with which Congress has handled benefit changes within the key retirement programs. By contrast, tax
increases or general revenue transfers can be implemented with less notice because they mostly affect
workers who are better positioned than retirees to adapt to such policy changes.

Social Security Reform
Despite the constraints imposed by the bipartisan and sensible agreement to phase in slowly any
significant benefit changes to Social Security, Social Security can contribute to the goal of eliminating the
deficit in the unified budget over the next decade. Below, we describe three changes—two plans to take
into account the costs of increasing life expectancy and one plan to improve inflation adjustments—that
would reduce the unified budget deficit significantly over the next decade. All three changes are
consistent with a variety of long-term reforms in Social Security. Table 5-2 shows how such changes
would affect federal expenditures in 2014.

Offsetting Increasing Life Expectancy. The lifetime value of Social Security old age benefits is the
expected value of benefits from the age of claiming until death. As life expectancy increases, the
generosity—and cost—of the system automatically increases. One way to hold down costs is to reduce
annual benefits to offset the increased duration of benefit payment as life expectancy increases.6

Table 5-2. Proposed Savings from Reforms in Social Security in 2014
Billions of dollars
Reform
Accelerate increase in full benefits age to offset costs of increasing life expectancy
Adjust benefit formula to offset half the costs of increasing life expectancy
Improve adjustment for inflation
Total
Source: Authors’ estimates.

Saving
1.4
<1.0
17.0
19
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Congress took a step in this direction in 1983 when it increased from sixty-five to sixty-seven the

age at which “full” benefits are paid. (Benefits are actuarially raised or lowered if workers claim benefits
after or before the “full” benefits age.) The first of these increases—from age sixty-five to sixty-six—will
be complete in 2005. The second step—from sixty-six to sixty-seven—is not scheduled to begin until
2017. Several reform plans have proposed accelerating this shift, which is ultimately equivalent to a
benefit cut of about 7 percent for those who will be affected by the change in timing.
The Social Security Commission appointed by President Bush in 2001 recognized that benefit
cuts for those soon to retire are neither politically acceptable nor sound policy. Specifically, the
commission proposed no cuts in retirement benefits promised under current law for any worker aged
fifty-five or older. Because the age of initial eligibility is sixty-two, the commission stance amounts to a
refusal to endorse benefit cuts affecting workers within seven years of initial eligibility. Accepting that
phase-in period, one could accelerate the benefit cuts enacted in 1983 and now scheduled to begin in
2017; these reductions could instead begin in seven years—that is, in 2012. In other words, the full
benefit age could begin increasing again in 2012 rather than 2017. Accelerating this increase would
contribute savings in the period 2005-14 of $2.4 billion ($1.4 billion in 2014).
Another way to respond to increasing longevity would be to adjust the benefit formula each year
to offset at least part of the cost-increasing effects of rises in life expectancy. Starting such adjustments in
2012, as proposed in a recent Brookings volume, Saving Social Security, would produce negligible
savings between 2005 and 2014—less than $500 million—but would save far more in the future than
would a one-time increase in the full benefits age to sixty-seven because the benefit formula would be
adjusted continually as life expectancy increases over time.7

Improving Inflation Adjustments. For more than three decades, both political parties have endorsed the
principle that Social Security benefits should be fully protected from inflation. To achieve that goal,
benefits have, since 1972, been automatically adjusted to keep pace with the consumer price index (CPI).
Analysis has revealed that the CPI somewhat overstates growth of the cost of living for the population as
a whole.8 The Bureau of Labor Statistics has created an alternative price index, C-CPI-U, which more
accurately measures the cost of living. Federal Reserve Board Chairman Alan Greenspan, among others,
has proposed using this alternative measure to index Social Security.
Such a change would reduce benefits for retirees and near-retirees but could nonetheless be
justified by the generally accepted principle that real purchasing power of currently payable benefits
should be maintained. Switching to the C-CPI-U would reduce Social Security benefit costs an estimated
$70 billion cumulatively from 2005 through 2014 ($17 billion in 2014). (It could also increase personal
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income tax collections by an estimated $83 billion from 2005 through 2014, $18 billion in 2014, and
reduce other public spending by several billion dollars more.)
Although some critics oppose this change on the ground that the elderly have different spending
patterns from those of the general population, that the real purchasing power of retirement benefits should
increase over time with rising productivity, and that the change imposes the largest relative burdens on
those who live the longest, several technical adjustments made recently to the official CPI have reduced
measured inflation without eliciting opposition. Switching to a more accurate price index should be no
more objectionable than correcting the current index.

Restoring Long-Term Balance of the Current System. In table 5-3 we list several proposals advanced in
recent years either to change the long-term structure of Social Security or to close projected long-term
Social Security deficits. Most would somewhat reduce Social Security spending or increase revenues. All
would retain primary reliance on a defined-benefit pension system.9 Several would have large long-term
effects, but none reduces spending much over the next decade.
Table 5-3. Elements of Long-term Plan to Restore Financial Balance to Social Security
Billions of dollars
Element
2005-14
Benefit changes
Adjust benefit formula to offset half the costs of increasing life expectancy,
starting in 2012
Accelerate increase in full benefits age (from age 66 to 67) from 2017-22 to
2012-17
Reduce benefits as a share of average earnings for workers with earnings
exceeding $64,000, starting in 2012
Extend period over which average earnings are computed to establish initial
benefits from 35 to 38 years, starting in 2008
Revenue changes
Increase earnings base to include 90 percent of all earnings; for further
explanation, see chapter 6
Cover newly hired state employees, starting in 2008
Impose a 3 percent payroll tax (“legacy tax”) on all earnings over the Social
Security earning ceiling to cover the cost of benefits paid to past and
current beneficiaries in excess of the value of their and their employers’
payroll taxes, starting in 2005
Raise the payroll tax by 0.3 percent each on workers and employers (from a
total of 12.4 percent to 13 percent) in 2005
Treat Social Security benefits like private pension benefits for tax purposes
by including in income subject to personal income tax all Social Security
benefits in excess of employees’ payroll taxes
Source: Authors’ estimates.

2014

<1

<1

2

2

<1

<1

2

1

470
55

53
14

296

38

358

44

185

40
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Many of these proposed changes are controversial, and no consensus has yet emerged on whether

or how to close the projected financial deficit within the current system. Should such a consensus develop
soon, these proposals could also help close a small part of the unified budget deficit over the next decade.
Most of the spending reductions or revenue increases would nonetheless occur outside the ten-year budget
window that frames all of the proposals presented in this book.

Diverting Social Security Revenue to Individual Accounts. President Bush appointed his Social Security
Commission to honor his presidential campaign pledge to have such a commission recommend ways to
replace Social Security in part with individually owned investment accounts. The commission duly
reported, on December 11, 2001, and presented three plans, all of which would have allowed workers to
divert a portion of the payroll tax from Social Security to individual investment accounts.
President Bush did not endorse any of these plans. In the current budget situation it is extremely
unlikely that he, or the winner of the 2004 election, will—or should—do so, regardless of the long-term
strengths or weaknesses of these proposals. The reason is that if implemented, all three plans would
greatly aggravate the unified budget deficit not only for the next ten years (table 5-4), but for many years
more. They would do so because each would reduce revenues far more than benefits for several decades.
By 2040, each plan would have increased the government debt in the hands of the public by more than $4
trillion (for comparison, debt in the hands of the public at the end of fiscal year 2003 was nearly $3.8
trillion).
Almost any plan to divert Social Security revenue into individual accounts will add to, not
relieve, government deficits over the medium term, as long as it protects benefits for current retirees and
those nearing retirement. The reason is that traditional Social Security benefit payments would continue
and the federal government would also have to find funds to deposit in the newly created, individually
owned accounts.

Table 5-4. Elements of Long-term Plan to Divert Social Security Revenue to Individual Accounts
Billions of dollars
Element
2005-14
Adjust income ranges to which various replacement rates apply by changes in
2
prices rather than changes in wages for retirees reaching age 62 starting in
2012
Divert 2 percentage points of the payroll tax from Social Security into
individually owned private accounts for workers age 55 or younger, starting
-1,300
in 2005
Source: Authors’ estimates.

2014
2

-152
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These deposits would either boost spending or divert federal revenue. In either case, they would
increase the budget deficit for many years. It would take several decades before cuts in traditional benefits
linked to individual accounts would offset the diversion of revenue itself.

Medicare and Medicaid Reform
Will Rogers once reviewed a restaurant by commenting that the food was mediocre and there wasn’t
enough of it. Much the same can be said of Medicare, with the addition that it is also very expensive. It
exposes beneficiaries to high cost-sharing. It does not limit total out-of-pocket costs during serious and
extended illnesses. And it does not cover nursing home costs, other than those in a skilled nursing facility
immediately following hospitalization.
Although coverage is below the standard of employment-based insurance, Medicare hospital
insurance is still projected to cost far more than the taxes earmarked to pay for it. And the costs of
supplementary medical insurance (part B), in excess of the 25 percent of program outlays covered by
premiums, are projected to claim ever growing shares of general revenues. In brief, even with its
inadequate benefits, Medicare is likely to pose massive fiscal challenges.
The shortcomings in Medicare’s coverage make it difficult to see how significant reductions in
growth of benefits would be politically feasible in the coming years. Indeed, if anything, pressure for
expanding the program is likely to increase. The debate on the recently enacted prescription drug bill was
a vivid lesson. That bill added well over $500 billion to the budget deficit over the next decade (including
added interest costs) and close to $2 trillion to the deficit over the succeeding decade.10 We are persuaded
that in evaluating such potential expansions in Medicare, policymakers should always recognize the tradeoffs with other areas of the budget. Medicare benefits should not be increased without offsetting spending
reductions or tax increases. In other words, the PAYGO principle, which chapter 2 recommends for all
mandatory spending, should be applied.
Requiring beneficiaries to shoulder more of the cost of covered services through premiums,
deductibles, and other forms of cost-sharing is an option that merits increased scrutiny. Few current
Medicare beneficiaries have paid premiums approaching the actuarial value of the benefits they receive.11
Shifting some of Medicare’s costs to patients through increased cost-sharing or higher premiums would
reduce long-term budget costs. It is unclear, however, whether such charges would be sufficient to offset
any added long-term cost of extending Medicare benefits.
Whatever other structural changes may eventually be made in Medicare, some savings are
possible over the next decade through targeted changes, including increased charges on enrollees. Table
5-5 shows how such changes in Medicare would affect federal revenue in 2014.
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SMI Premiums. When Medicare was enacted in 1965, Congress set the premiums for supplementary
medical insurance to cover half of program costs. The other half was to come from general revenues. The
principle of automatic adjustments for inflation had not yet been applied to any major government
program. (Social Security benefits, as noted, were first automatically indexed to inflation in 1972.) Thus,
Medicare premiums were initially fixed and had to be changed by legislation. But Congress failed to raise
premiums as fast as program costs grew. In 1972, it limited premium growth to the increase in the
consumer price index, which was rising far more slowly than per capita SMI costs. Over time, premiums
came to cover less than one-fourth of program costs. In the 1980s Congress overrode its own limit on
premium increases to hold premiums at one-fourth of total SMI costs and in 1997 set the premium at this
level.12
Some subsidy of supplemental medical insurance premiums is desirable to encourage the elderly
and disabled to enroll in SMI. Deep subsidies for the low-income elderly are justified to spare them from
having to divert their meager incomes to pay health insurance premiums. In fact, federal and state
governments jointly cover all premiums (and many other Medicare charges as well) for elderly and
disabled beneficiaries who qualify for and receive Medicaid. But some premium increase for the majority
of current supplementary medical insurance enrollees can be justified as part of a program to restore fiscal
balance.
The 2003 bill that introduced drug coverage took a tiny step in this direction by reducing the
premium subsidy over five years starting in 2007. For married Medicare enrollees with incomes from
$160,000 to $200,000 (single enrollees with incomes of $80,000 to $100,000), the subsidy would be
reduced from 75 percent to 65 percent. The subsidy reduction would be progressively larger as income
rises, dropping from 75 percent to 20 percent for couples with annual incomes of $400,000 or more
(single enrollees with incomes of $200,000 or more). These increases would initially affect only about 3
percent of Medicare beneficiaries (rising to 6 percent when fully implemented).

Table 5-5. Proposed Savings from Reforms in Medicare and Medicaid in 2014
Billions of dollars
Reform
Increase supplemental medical insurance premium
Reform indirect teaching payments
Reduce over-payments to managed care plans
Reform upper-payment limit
Reform and reduce payments to disproportionate share providers
Total
Source: Authors’ estimates and Congressional Budget Office, Budget Options (March 2003).

Savings
16
5
5
0
2
28
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As part of a program to lower the deficit, the premium subsidy could be lowered from 75 percent
to 65 percent for all Medicare beneficiaries effective in 2005.13 If one-third of the additional revenues
were used to protect low-income Medicare beneficiaries from the premium increase and to provide aid to
states whose Medicaid budgets will skyrocket as baby boomers increasingly become eligible for longterm care, this measure would reduce net spending by $123 billion during 2005-14 and by $16 billion in
2014.

Indirect Teaching Payments. Medicare increases payments to teaching hospitals in recognition of extra
costs they incur because they are thought to provide more tests and other procedures and to care for
particularly sick patients. Some extra compensation for such costs is in order. But the Medicare Payment
Advisory Commission has found that the current bonus is roughly twice as large as it should be to
compensate teaching hospitals for added costs. Cutting the payments over a three-year period starting in
2005 to half of their levels under law in effect before the drug bill was enacted would lower total
Medicare spending by an additional $40 billion over the period 2005-2014 and $5 billion in 2014.

Payments to Managed Care. Medicare now pays managed care plans more than the costs it incurs though
traditional Medicare. The reimbursement rate is 103 percent of the average cost in each county. Before
1997, managed care plans received 95 percent of the average cost of serving Medicare patients in each
county. This rate enabled taxpayers to gain savings that managed care plans were supposed to generate
and to capture savings they reaped from enrolling healthier-than-average patients. Currently, managed
care plans enroll patients who cost about 16 percent less than the average enrollee. Although a new
formula is supposed to adjust payments based on expected costs, the methodology is imperfect and
accounts for only a small fraction of potentially predictable cost variation. Because the gain is large,
managed care plans are likely to continue to try to attract low-cost patients and there is probably no
pricing formula that will prevent them from doing so. Rather than trying to narrow the current
unwarranted subsidies to managed care, the 2003 drug bill added to them by increasing payments by
nearly $16 billion from 2005 through 2014 ($2 billion in 2014). At a minimum, this increase could be
rescinded and managed care plans be paid no more than 100 percent of the average cost of treating
Medicare patients. These steps would shave an estimated total of $38 billion from Medicare spending
from 2005 through 2014 and $5 billion in 2014.14

Upper-Payment Limit. The federal government pays each state a fraction of the state’s cost of services
provided to Medicaid enrollees. Allowable costs cannot exceed what Medicare would pay them. This
ceiling is called the “upper-payment limit.” In practice, however, Medicaid’s payments are typically
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smaller than Medicare’s. This difference created an opportunity for states to cook the books to extract
more from the federal government. A transaction by Pennsylvania is illustrative. In 2000, twenty counties
borrowed $695.6 million from a bank. They then transferred it to the state Medicaid agency’s account in
the same bank.15 The Medicaid agency then made a grant of $697.1 million (the original amount plus a
$1.5 million fee) to the counties, ostensibly as payment for treating Medicaid patients. The counties used
the proceeds to pay off the loan. The state then billed the federal government $393.3 million—the federal
matching share (56.4 percent) of its “outlay” of $697.1 million—and used this sum for other purposes.
To curb such abuse, Congress authorized and the Department of Health and Human Services
imposed regulations that take effect gradually through 2008. Accelerating the effective date to 2006
would reduce spending faster but would have no effect on outlays in 2014 as the new regulations are
projected to be fully in effect in our baseline.

DSH Payments. Medicaid provides extra payments to states for services rendered by hospitals that serve a
disproportionate share of Medicaid patients (hence the acronym, DSH). A justification for such payments
is that hospitals serving many Medicaid patients are likely also to provide disproportionate amounts of
uncompensated care to uninsured patients. Thus, payments based on the numbers of Medicaid (and
Medicare) patients can help hospitals serve the uninsured without weakening their incentives to collect
reimbursements whenever possible.
Although some form of assistance may well be justified, the distribution of assistance under the
current DSH program is badly flawed. Current rules permit states to extract large sums with gimmicks
similar to those used to exploit the upper-payment limit. Because not all states have used this option, the
pattern of DSH payments bears little relation to the problem they are intended to ameliorate. In 1997, for
example, DSH payments per Medicaid or uninsured individual ranged from more than $500 in five states
to less than $10 in eight states. The larger totals come in part from the clever use of payments to providers
that the states recover in other ways but that form the basis of claims against the federal government.
Some of the funds advance the intended purpose of extending health care to the uninsured, but some—an
estimated 40 percent of the $7 billion annual cost in the late 1990s—flow back to state treasuries as
general government support.
Successive administrations of both parties have proposed limits on DSH payments to curb these
abuses. Congress has been willing to cap payments, but not to reform the fundamental structure of the
program. The stated objectives of the program would be better achieved if the federal government
established standards for direct allocation of funds to hospitals and other qualifying facilities that serve
poor or uninsured populations. Given states’ current fiscal duress, no immediate cutbacks in DSH
payments—or any other form of federal assistance to the states—should be made. Starting in 2006,
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though, DSH payments could be channeled directly to care-giving facilities and total spending scaled
back 20 percent. The net saving would be between $15 billion and $20 billion from 2006 through 2014.

Summary
Some analysts and elected officials have claimed that serious discussion of budget deficits cannot begin
until people acknowledge that spending on “entitlements”—usually defined to include Social Security,
Medicare, and Medicaid—must be cut by large amounts. We believe this view is flawed. Well-designed
reforms of these entitlement programs will eventually produce large savings and are essential for longterm fiscal balance, but one should not expect substantial budgetary savings over the next decade. On
Social Security, for example, the unwillingness to cut pensions for retirees or those soon to retire is
bipartisan and close to unanimous. This reticence is well founded. Medicare outlays are unlikely to be cut
significantly even in the long run, given justifiable pressure to liberalize a rather parsimonious benefit
package.
Finally, growth of state revenues slowed or stopped in the recent recession, forcing significant
cutbacks in Medicaid coverage. Further curtailments in Medicaid coverage would threaten to destroy the
only health coverage available to millions of poor Americans. For that reason, we think that reductions in
Medicaid spending beyond what we have outlined in this chapter are undesirable.
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ENDNOTES
1. Congressional Budget Office, “A 125-Year Picture of the Federal Government’s Share of the Economy, 1950 to 2075,”
Long-Range Fiscal Policy Brief 1, June 14, 2002 (revised July 2002).
2. The Commission to Strengthen Social Security appointed by President George W. Bush recommended that benefits not be
changed for current beneficiaries or workers fewer than seven years from eligibility. This standard is also adopted in other
recent Social Security reform plans.
3. For our views on reforming Social Security, see Peter A. Diamond and Peter R. Orszag, Saving Social Security: A
Balanced Approach (Brookings, 2004). For an earlier set of recommendations, see Henry J. Aaron and Robert R. Reischauer,
Countdown to Reform: the Great Social Security Debate (Century Foundation, 2001). For views on reforming Medicare, see
Henry J. Aaron and Robert R. Reischauer, Modernizing Medicare for the 21st Century (Century Foundation, forthcoming).
4. Present tax rates would be sufficient to pay 73 percent of scheduled benefits after the trust fund is projected to be
exhausted in 2042 and 65 percent of scheduled benefits in 2077.
5. Growth will also depend on legislation. For example, the law adding a drug benefit to Medicare also terminated federal
support for Medicaid payments for drugs on behalf of people who are also eligible for Medicare.
6. Increasing the age at which retirement benefits can first be claimed, currently age 62, has virtually no effect on long-term
costs. The reason is that monthly benefits are increased for each month that a person defers claiming benefits, up to age 70
when benefits are paid automatically. These adjustments compensate those who delay claiming benefits with a benefit
increase that is computed actuarially to approximately offset the reduced period over which benefits will be paid. Increasing
the age at which benefits may be claimed would have large effects on budget outlays over the next decade, however, because
all of the “front-end” savings from deferred payment would be realized but few of the added costs from increased monthly
payments would be incurred. We do not include this change as a means of financing deficit reduction because counting as
savings a reduction in current outlays, when there is no reduction in long-term cost, would be dishonest.
7. The plan in Saving Social Security offsets roughly half the cost of increases in life expectancy through gradual benefit
reductions and roughly half through payroll revenue increases.
8. The Bureau of Labor Statistics has made various adjustments to reduce that bias. The CPI on which Social Security
indexation is based, however, has failed to incorporate the fact that when relative prices change, consumers typically shift
away from major categories of goods that have become more costly and toward categories of goods that have become less
expensive.
9. Chapter 6, which lists changes in tax laws that could contribute to deficit reduction, also includes several tax increases
that would help sustain the current surpluses in Social Security. Again, most of the revenue gains occur after 2014.
10. Authors’ estimate.
11. This statement will cease to be universally true in the future, as the 2.9 percent payroll tax levied for Medicare
hospitalization benefits (part A) has since 1993 applied to all earnings. For a small proportion of high earners, therefore, the
actuarial value of taxes will exceed the actuarial value of benefits.
12. Committee on Ways and Means, U.S. House of Representatives, 2000 Green Book, Background Material and Data on
Programs within the Jurisdiction of the Committee on Ways and Means, October 6, 2000.
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13. In practice, supplemental medical insurance premiums are subtracted automatically from monthly Social Security benefit
checks. Most beneficiaries would see these premium increases simply as a cut in cash pensions.
14. Rolling back payments to 95 percent of average cost would lower spending by $70 billion from 2005 through 2014 and
$11 billion in 2014. So large a cut is probably unjustified, as one motivation for setting the payment at 95 percent of average
cost was recognition that managed care plans were enrolling patients with lower-than-average costs, the very problem that riskadjusted premiums aim to offset, even if they succeed only imperfectly.
15. This example is reported by Andy Schneider and David Rousseau, “Upper Payment Limits: Reality and Illusion in
Medicaid Financing,” Kaiser Commission Issue Paper, February 2002.

Chapter 6

Meeting the
Revenue Challenge
Henry J. Aaron, William G. Gale, and Peter R. Orszag

Between 2000 and 2003, federal revenue fell from 20.8 percent of the economy to 16.5 percent, its
lowest share since 1959. Although revenue will increase as a share of GDP as the economy recovers
from the recent recession, it will remain insufficient to match spending needs under any of the plans
sketched earlier in the volume.1 As a result, all of those plans will require higher taxes if the budget is
to be balanced by 2014.
This chapter is a guide to revenue options that would help balance the budget. Accordingly,
we present a menu of options for revenue increases from which policymakers and citizens could
choose. For the most part, these changes are simple adjustments to tax rates or the tax base, but we
also include rough estimates of added revenues from new forms of taxation. Although we refer to the
changes as revenue increases, many are increases only relative to the adjusted baseline laid out in
chapter 1. Compared with the official tax code, which assumes that the tax cuts enacted in 2001,
2002, and 2003 will expire in 2010 or before, most of the changes represent tax reductions.
To avoid turning this chapter into a book of its own, we do not examine in any detail many of
the broader issues crucial to evaluating the effects of tax changes, including the impact on equity,
simplification, or economic growth. But it is worth noting that well-designed revenue increases can
make taxes both more equitable and simpler.
Although most tax increases are thought to discourage economic activity, revenue increases
can also help, or at least not hurt, economic efficiency and growth. Taxes have two sets of effects on
the economy. First, they directly shape economic decisions, including work behavior, saving,
investment, and risk-taking. Available evidence suggests these effects are usually modest and
occasionally positive. For example, higher tax rates on items, such as cigarettes, that create social
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Table 6-1. Sources of Federal Revenue, Fiscal Year 2003
Source
Billions of dollars
Percent of revenue Percent of GDP
Individual income tax
794
44.5
7.4
Social insurance taxes
713
40.0
6.6
Corporate income tax
132
7.4
1.2
Other
144
8.1
1.3
Total
1,783
100.0
16.6
Source: Congressional Budget Office, “Monthly Budget Review,” October 9, 2003, and authors’ calculations.

costs can reduce economic distortions, as can closing loopholes. Second, revenue increases have a
positive indirect effect. By reducing the budget deficit (or raising the surplus), revenue increases can
raise national saving—the sum of private and public saving—which in turn raises the future national
income of American households. The net impact of tax changes is the sum of the direct and indirect
effects. In short, whether tax increases support or hamper economic growth depends, in large
measure, on how they are designed.2
Historical evidence shows no clear correlation between tax rates and economic growth. The
United States has enjoyed rapid growth both when taxes were low and when taxes were high. The
strongest recent extended period of growth in U.S. history spanned the two decades from the late
1940s to the late 1960s, when the top marginal personal income tax rates were 70 percent or higher.
Economic growth accelerated after the top marginal tax rate was increased from 31 percent to 39.6
percent in 1993.3 Comparisons across countries confirm that rapid growth has been a feature of both
high- and low-tax nations. These considerations suggest that well-designed revenue increases need
not inflict significant damage and may even strengthen economic performance.
To provide some perspective on possible tax changes, we note that in 2003 the federal
government collected nearly $1.8 trillion in revenue. Individual income taxes supplied almost half the
total (see table 6-1). Another 40 percent came from payroll taxes earmarked to finance social
insurance programs, primarily Social Security and Medicare. Corporate income taxes and such other
revenue sources as estate and gift taxes, excise fees, and customs duties accounted for the remainder.

Potential Revenue Sources
How much revenue is required to achieve budget balance in 2014 depends on how much the nation
spends. According to the adjusted baseline, the budget deficit in 2014 is $687 billion, or about 3.7
percent of GDP (see chapter 1). The three plans set forth in chapter 2 would close, respectively, 25
percent, 75 percent, and all of the gap through tax increases.4
We examine seven types of tax changes:
—partial or full repeal or expiration of the 2001, 2002, and 2003 tax cuts;
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—reform of the alternative minimum tax;
—increases in payroll taxes earmarked for Social Security;
—increases in excise taxes, such as those on cigarettes and alcoholic beverages;
—technical changes that would collect additional revenue;
—base-broadening, including scaling back current tax expenditures; and
—new revenue sources, such as a permit-trading system on carbon emissions or a valueadded tax.

Adjusting the 2001, 2002, and 2003 Tax Cuts
In 2001 and 2003, President Bush requested and Congress approved large tax cuts—the Economic
Growth and Tax Relief Reconciliation Act of 2001 and the Jobs and Growth Tax Relief
Reconciliation Act of 2003. These acts reduced marginal tax rates, increased the child credit,
provided marriage penalty relief, gradually eliminated the estate tax, and made numerous other
changes. Under the 2001 act, many of these provisions were phased in slowly over time. The 2003 act
accelerated the reductions in marginal tax rates and some other provisions enacted in 2001 whose
implementation was delayed. The 2003 act also reduced taxes on capital gains and dividends. All or
some of these cuts could be reversed (see table 6-2).5
One revenue-increasing option involves reversing the income tax changes made in 2001,
including all of the marginal tax rate reductions, the child credit increases, and marriage penalty
relief. This option raises $262 billion in 2014, or about 1.4 percent of GDP relative to the adjusted
baseline.6
A second option would reverse only the income tax cuts that benefit primarily high-income
filers. If cuts in tax rates primarily affecting lower- and middle-income filers—the increase in the
child credit from $500 to $1,000, the creation of a 10 percent marginal tax bracket, and the marriage
penalty relief provisions included in the 2001 legislation—are retained and only those cuts that affect
the 25 percent of tax units who face marginal rates above 15 percent are undone, revenues would
increase by about $80 billion in 2014. Under this option, the roughly 75 percent of tax units in the
zero, 10 percent, or 15 percent marginal rate brackets would continue to enjoy all the tax cuts they
received under the 2001 act. Higher-income households would still receive tax cuts, though they
would be smaller than the cuts originally legislated.
The 2001 act also called for the gradual reduction and eventual elimination of the estate tax.
In 2001, that tax fell on estates with a net value (after allowable deductions, including unlimited
transfers between spouses and charitable gifts) of more than $600,000. The maximum estate tax rate
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Table 6-2. How Would Repealing the 2001-03 Tax Cuts Affect Federal Revenue in 2014?
Billions of
Percent
Change
Dollars
of GDP
1. Reverse all 2001 income tax changes
(exclude alternative minimum tax and
capital gains/dividends changes)

262

1.4

2. Reverse 2001 income tax changes that
benefit high-income filers (return top four
marginal rates to 2000 levels)

79

0.4

3. Retain estate tax
At a 35 percent tax rate with $5 million
exemption per person

30

0.2

At a 45 percent tax rate with $3.5 million
exemption per person

38

0.2

At a 50 percent tax rate with $2.5 million
exemption per person

46

0.3

39

0.2

29

0.2

38
70

0.2
0.4

4. Repeal capital gains, dividends tax
reductions from 2003 act given change #1
5. Eliminate bonus depreciation provisions in
2002 act
6. Reform alternative minimum tax
Given changes #1 and #4
Without changes #1 and #4

Source: Authors’ calculations based on Tax Policy Center microsimulation results and published
Joint Committee on Taxation and Congressional Budget Office estimates.

was 55 percent. The 2001 act raised the estate-value floor gradually to $3.5 million in 2009 and
lowered the maximum rate to 45 percent. At this level, the tax would apply to only 5 decedents in
1,000—approximately 10,000 estates each year nationwide. The 2001 act repealed the estate tax in
2010 but restored pre-2001 law in 2011. Retaining the estate tax under the terms that apply in 2009,
with the ceiling adjusted annually for inflation, would raise about $38 billion in 2014 relative to
repealing it altogether. Applying the tax to estates with a net value of $2.5 million or more per person
with a maximum rate of 50 percent would raise $46 billion relative to the adjusted baseline. Taxing
only estates of $5 million or more per person at a maximum rate of 35 percent would increase
revenue by $30 billion in 2014.
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A fourth option would rescind the cuts in taxes on dividends and capital gains enacted in
2003. These tax cuts do not efficiently address the stated goal of eliminating the “double taxation” of
corporate income. Double taxation refers to the fact that corporate profits are taxed once through the
corporation income tax and again at the personal level through personal income tax on dividends and
capital gains.7 We and many other economists believe that all corporate income should be taxed
once—but only once—at the same rate that applies to labor income received by any given taxpayer.
Today some corporate source income is taxed twice, but some escapes tax altogether, through shelters
or because of corporate tax subsidies.8 The provisions of the 2003 act regarding dividends and capital
gains address the first problem, but not the second. This “dessert now, vegetables later” approach,
which addresses only half the problem, reduces the chances of dealing with the whole. The dividend
and capital gains tax cuts could be repealed and legislation could be enacted that prevents both
double-taxation and no-taxation in a revenue neutral way. Following this course would raise revenues
almost $40 billion in 2014.9
The final option in this section is to eliminate the 50 percent “bonus depreciation” provision
for business investments introduced in the 2002 tax cuts and extended in the 2003 legislation. This
provision was intended to provide a temporary stimulus to business investment during the recession,
not to serve as a permanent subsidy.10 Eliminating it would raise $29 billion in 2014 relative to the
adjusted baseline.

Reform the Alternative Minimum Tax
The individual alternative minimum tax (AMT) was originally designed to collect taxes on filers who
aggressively sheltered their income. All taxpayers must pay the regular income liability or the AMT,
whichever is larger. For most filers, the AMT is so low that they need not bother with it. Only 2.4
million people now pay the AMT. Because the ordinary income tax is adjusted for inflation but the
AMT is not, the number of filers subject to the AMT will grow rapidly to 33 million by 2010. Our
adjusted baseline assumes that the AMT is modified so that it is indexed for inflation and otherwise
reformed to prevent more filers being subjected to it (see chapter 1).
Even while preventing a substantial increase in the share of taxpayers on the AMT, revenueincreasing reforms are possible. For example, one could keep the total share of taxpayers on the AMT
roughly constant, while shifting AMT liabilities higher up the income distribution. One such option
would raise the top AMT tax rate to 35 percent, repeal the AMT exemption phase-out, treat dividends
and capital gains as ordinary income under the AMT (so that the preferences for capital gains would
remain in the ordinary income tax but not in the AMT), and raise the real value of the AMT
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Table 6-3. How Would Raising Social Security Taxes Affect Federal Revenue in 2014?
Billions of
Percent of
Change
dollars
GDP
Raise earnings ceiling so that 87 percent of total
earnings are taxable
21
0.11
Raise earnings ceiling so that 90 percent of total
earnings are taxable
53
0.29
Eliminate earnings ceiling so that all earnings are
taxable
158
0.85
Raise payroll tax rate to 13 percent
44
0.24
Impose 3 percent legacy charge on earnings above
ceiling
38
0.20
Source: Authors’ calculations based on Congressional Budget Office, Budget Options (March 2003),
and Office of the Chief Actuary, Social Security Administration.

exemption over time. This option would also raise $38 billion in 2014 if the income tax rate
reductions and capital gains and dividends tax cuts are repealed and about $70 billion if they are
retained (see table 6-2).11

Increasing Social Security Revenue
As noted in chapter 5, Social Security faces a long-term financial shortfall that will have to be
resolved by some combination of benefit cuts and tax increases. The payroll tax that finances Social
Security is now 12.4 percent on earnings up to a ceiling—$87,900 in 2004. In 1983, when the last
major congressional legislation on Social Security was enacted, the ceiling covered 90 percent of all
earnings in covered employment. The earnings ceiling is adjusted annually for growth in average
wages. Since 1983, however, earnings inequality has grown. As a result, the share of earnings subject
to payroll tax has fallen from 90 percent to 85 percent.
We include three options for boosting revenues through an increase in the ceiling on taxable
earnings and one for increasing the tax rate (see table 6-3). Increasing the ceiling so that the payroll
tax covers 87 percent of earnings—about halfway between the current level and the one that applied
in 1983—would raise revenues in 2014 by $21 billion and would require raising the ceiling in 2004 to
about $105,000. Covering 90 percent of earnings would require raising the ceiling to about $130,000
in 2004; it would boost revenues in 2014 by $53 billion. Eliminating the ceiling and subjecting all
earnings to the 12.4 percent payroll tax would raise $158 billion in 2014 alone and, if made
permanent, would eliminate the seventy-five-year deficit in Social Security. These revenue estimates
are all based on an unchanged tax rate of 12.4 percent. Raising the payroll tax rate from 12.4 percent
to 13.0 percent without raising the ceiling would raise $44 billion in 2014 and close roughly one-third
of the projected seventy-five-year deficit in Social Security.
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Another option is to impose a charge to offset the loss of Social Security reserves resulting
from past decisions to pay early cohorts more in benefits than their contributions could have
financed.12 If earlier cohorts had received only the benefits that could have been financed by their
contributions plus interest, current Social Security reserves would be larger and better able to finance
future benefits. This gap comprises a “legacy debt,” which must be financed in the future. A 3 percent
“legacy charge” on earnings above the existing payroll tax ceiling would raise about $40 billion in
2014. It would also close approximately a third of the seventy-five-year deficit in Social Security.

Increases in “Sin” Taxes
Certain taxes, such as those on cigarettes and alcohol, discourage the use of products that impose
social costs. For example, the cigarette tax discourages smoking and reduces smoking-related disease.
An increase in this tax would strengthen this disincentive, particularly for teenagers whose limited
incomes and typically brief addiction make their smoking decisions more sensitive to the price of
cigarettes than are those of adults. Consequently, an increase in the excise tax on tobacco would be
particularly effective in discouraging teen smoking.13 Similarly, taxes that raise the price of alcohol
discourage drinking, even among heavy drinkers.14 Raising the excise tax on cigarettes 50 cents a
pack would increase revenue by an estimated $7 billion in 2014 (see table 6-4).15 Increasing the tax
on all alcoholic beverages to a standardized $16 per proof gallon—which would raise the tax on a sixpack of beer from 33 cents to 81 cents—would raise $6 billion.
Activities that create pollution also impose costs on society. Accordingly, a third option in this
category is to raise the gas tax. Increasing this tax by 12 cents a gallon, from 18.4 cents to 30.4 cents a
gallon, would raise $20 billion in 2014, reducing the deficit, encouraging fuel efficiency, and
curtailing pollution.

Technical Changes
Two technical changes in the revenue system would also help to reduce the deficit (see table 6-5).
The first involves the price index used to adjust personal exemptions, the standard deduction, and the

Table 6-4. How Would Expanding “Sin” Taxes Affect Federal Revenue in 2014?
Billions of
Change
current dollars
Increase excise tax on cigarettes by 50 cents a pack
7
Increase taxes on alcohol to $16 per proof gallon
6
Increase gas tax by 12 cents a gallon
20

Percent of
GDP
0.04
0.03
0.11

Source: Authors’ calculations based on Congressional Budget Office, “Budget Options,” March 2003.
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Table 6-5. How Would Technical Changes in the Tax System Affect Federal Revenue in 2014?
Billions of
Percent of
Change
dollars
GDP
Index the tax code to the improved consumer price index

18

0.1

Improve enforcement

37

0.2

Source: Authors’ calculations based on Tax Policy Center microsimulation results and Leonard Burman,
Testimony before the Committee on Ways and Means, U.S. House of Representatives, July 17, 2003.

income levels at which tax rates change. These nominal quantities are adjusted annually according to
changes in the consumer price index to hold them constant in real terms. Research has shown that the
consumer price index overstates inflation somewhat. As a result, personal exemptions and the
standard deduction tend to grow in real value, and revenues are lower than they would be if the index
were more accurate than it is. As explained in the chapter on entitlements, the Bureau of Labor
Statistics has developed a so-called “superlative” price index that measures inflation better than does
the traditional consumer price index. Using the improved index in the future would reduce measured
inflation by an estimated 0.2 percentage point a year and raise revenue in 2014 by $18 billion.
A second technical change would deal with the disturbing fact that many taxpayers simply do not
pay the taxes they owe. One reason is that the Internal Revenue Service lacks the resources to enforce
payment. Providing the IRS with an additional $2 billion a year to collect the taxes people owe would
reduce the deficit by approximately $37 billion by 2014.16
Base-broadening Options
Broadening the tax base generates additional revenue with no increase in statutory tax rates. It can
also improve economic efficiency by reducing tax-motivated distortions between similar activities.
At the personal level, the current tax system favors foreign earned income. Each American who
lives and works abroad can qualify for an exclusion from income taxation of up to $80,000 of
earnings. This provision originated when few American worked abroad and served as a crude offset
to taxes U.S. foreign residents were assumed to owe abroad. However, people receive the exclusion
from U.S. taxation even if they owe no foreign tax. Eliminating the exclusion, so that all income
earned abroad would be included in taxable income in the United States, would raise $5 billion in
2014 (see table 6-6). U.S. foreign residents would still be eligible for a credit for foreign taxes paid,
so that they would not be taxed twice on their income.
At the business level, the United States is going to have to make changes in its very low tax rates
on so-called Foreign Sales Corporation/Extra-Territorial Income (FSC/ETI). The World Trade
Organization has found these rates to be export subsidies, which are prohibited by international treaty.
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Table 6-6. How Would Base-broadening Options Affect Federal Revenue in 2014?
Billions of
Percent of
Change
dollars
GDP
Eliminate foreign earned income exclusion
5
0.03
Repeal FSC/ETI
7
0.04
Replace mortgage interest deduction with 15 percent tax
credit
36
0.20
Source: Authors’ calculations based on Tax Policy Center microsimulation results, Congressional
Budget Office, Budget Options (August 2003), and Joint Committee on Taxation.
The European Union has been authorized to impose billions of dollars in trade sanctions on U.S.
exports if the FSC/ETI tax provisions are not repealed. Bipartisan support exists for repealing the
FSC/ETI, a step that would raise revenue by an estimated $7 billion in 2014. Unfortunately, Congress
is debating which of a long list of alternative tax breaks Congress should link to repeal of the
prohibited subsidies, reducing revenues rather than raising them.
Current tax rules subsidize homeownership by permitting homeowners to deduct mortgage
interest. This deduction is a subsidy because the homeowner/investor is not required to report an
estimate of the investment income (or “imputed” rent) on the same investment. Under current law,
taxpayers may deduct interest paid on up to $1 million of mortgage loans. This deduction favors highbracket filers because the tax saving is proportional to one’s marginal tax rate and because highbracket filers tend to live in much more costly houses than do low-income households. Transforming
the home mortgage interest deduction into a refundable 15 percent credit would have a number of
advantages. It would encourage homeownership among filers whose incomes put them in the 10
percent marginal rate bracket and those with incomes too low to require tax payments. It would be
helpful or neutral for the three-quarters of tax units facing the 15 percent or lower marginal tax
brackets. And it would raise revenue in 2014 by $36 billion, which would come from added taxes on
the 25 percent of filers who face marginal rates above 15 percent.

Other Revenue Options
Rather than relying on the personal or corporation income tax to generate increased revenue,
Congress might decide to create new revenue sources. Most developed nations and all members of the
European Union now impose a value-added tax (VAT)—a tax collected at each stage of production
that amounts to a tax on consumption other than goods and services that are expressly shielded from
tax.17 Many observers believe that partially replacing the income tax with a VAT would promote
saving because the VAT taxes consumer purchases.
A broad-based VAT (one that excludes only small businesses, education, religion, and health
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Table 6-7. How Would New Tax Options Affect Federal Revenue in 2014?
Billions of
Change
dollars
Impose VAT excluding small businesses, education, religion,
and health care:
2 percent rate
149
5 percent rate
372
8½ percent rate
632
Create carbon trading system, assume $25 per ton
permit price
34
Source: Authors’ calculations.

Percent of
GDP

0.8
2.0
3.4
0.2

care) would generate revenue of about 0.4 percent of gross domestic product for each 1 percentage
point of tax. It would also increase the cost of government purchases. The net contribution to deficit
reduction, therefore, would be 0.4 percent of GDP—or $74 billion in 2014—for each 1 percentage
point of tax (see table 6-7). A VAT could be imposed at a low rate—say, 2 percent—as part of a
larger tax program. At 5 percent, the revenue would close almost 70 percent of the deficit in 2014. At
8.5 percent, a VAT would more than close the entire adjusted baseline deficit in 2014.
Another option—a tax on carbon emissions, combined with a market in rights to emit carbon—
would deal with a major environmental problem as well as contribute to deficit reduction. This
program would reduce greenhouse gas emissions and the harm caused by global climate change.18
Total carbon emissions would be capped. Companies would need a permit to emit carbon.19 Each year
the government would auction permits authorizing the emission of carbon at the capped level. As an
illustration, suppose that the number of carbon permits were set equal to the number of tons of carbon
emitted in 1990. Suppose further that the permit price turned out to be $25 per ton of carbon. At that
price and quantity, the auctions would raise $34 billion in 2014. Taking into account the increase in
prices paid by the government, the net revenue increase would amount to 0.2 percent of GDP.20

Packages
The options presented above can be combined in various ways. In considering which items to choose,
policymakers and citizens should evaluate not only how much revenue the proposals produce, but
also how the burdens are distributed and how they affect economic activity. For example, repealing
the income tax cuts from the 2001 legislation or retaining the estate tax would burden upper-income
taxpayers more and lower-income taxpayers less than would imposing a value-added tax or increasing
sin taxes.
Tables 6-8, 6-9, and 6-10 present three revenue packages. The smaller government package
closes 25 percent of the adjusted baseline deficit in 2014; the better government package closes 75
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percent; and the larger government package closes more than 100 percent. Clearly, it would be
possible to raise the same amounts with other packages. These changes represent large tax increases
from the perspective of the adjusted baseline. But if the various expiration dates (“sunsets”) for tax
cuts in current law were allowed to take effect, revenues would be $493 billion higher in 2014 than in
our adjusted baseline. Thus, if one takes current law as the basis of comparison rather than our
adjusted baseline, the plans that close 25 percent and 75 percent of the deficit in 2014 via tax
increases do not represent tax increases, but tax cuts, of $360 billion and $100 billion, respectively,
and the plan that relies exclusively on tax increases to close the deficit in 2014 would represent a
revenue increase of $128 billion, or about 0.7 percent of GDP.

Table 6-8. How Would the Smaller Government Package (25 percent of Deficit Reduction from
Revenue) Affect Federal Revenue in 2014?
Billions of
Percent of GDP
Change
dollars
Reform alternative minimum tax
70
0.4
Retain estate tax at a 35 percent tax rate with $5 million
exemption
30
0.2
Improve enforcement
37
0.2
Total
137
0.7

Table 6-9. How Would the Better Government Package (75 Percent of Deficit Reduction from
Revenue) Affect Federal Revenue in 2014?
Billions of
Percent of GDP
Change
dollars
Return top four marginal rates to 2000 levels
79
0.4
Retain estate tax with $3.5 million exemption
38
0.2
Improve enforcement
37
0.2
Index tax code to improved consumer price index
18
0.1
Repeal 2003 capital gains and dividends tax reductions
39
0.2
Reform alternative minimum tax
38
0.2
Raise Social Security earnings ceiling so that 90 percent of
earnings are taxable
53
0.3
Eliminate bonus depreciation
29
0.2
Raise payroll tax rate to 13 percent
44
0.2
Create modest carbon trading system
27
0.1
Total
402
2.2
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Table 6-10. How Would the Larger Government Package (100 Percent of Deficit Reduction from
Revenue) Affect Federal Revenue in 2014?
Billions of
Percent of GDP
Change
dollars
Return top four marginal rates to 2000 levels
79
0.4
Retain estate tax with $3.5 million exemption
38
0.1
Improve enforcement
37
0.2
Index tax code to improved consumer price index
18
0.1
Repeal 2003 capital gains and dividends tax reductions
39
0.2
Reform alternative minimum tax
38
0.2
Eliminate Social Security earnings ceiling so that all
earnings are taxable
158
0.9
Eliminate bonus depreciation
29
0.2
Raise payroll tax rate to 13 percent
44
0.2
Impose a 2 percent value-added tax
149
0.8
Total
629
3.4
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ENDNOTES
1. Under our adjusted baseline, the tax cuts are extended beyond their official sunsets. Under that baseline, revenue
increases from 16.9 percent of GDP in 2003 to 17.6 percent in 2013—which is below its average level over the past several
decades and, more important, well below projected spending.
2. For further discussion, see William G. Gale and Samara R. Potter, “An Economic Evaluation of the Economic Growth
and Tax Relief Reconciliation Act of 2001,” National Tax Journal, vol. 55 (March 2002.)
3. Some may argue that economic growth would have been even more rapid, and pretax income gains among top earners
even more dramatic, were it not for the 1993 marginal tax rate increases. But the evidence to support such a proposition is
weak, and on its face it seems implausible.
4. In all cases, the sum of spending cuts and tax increases is smaller than $687 billion because deficit reduction means
slower growth in the public debt and in attendant interest outlays than would be required if deficits increase unabated.
5. Again, it is worth emphasizing that if current law is followed, all of these tax cuts will have expired by 2014.
6. This estimate is relative to the adjusted baseline. It is based on results from a model devised by the Tax Policy Center, a
joint project of the Urban Institute and the Brookings Institution. The results were reduced by 20 percent to reflect an estimate
of the effects of the microeconomic behavioral responses likely to be assumed by congressional revenue and budget scorers.
The Tax Policy Center model generates revenue estimates that are completely “static” (that is, they do not incorporate any
behavioral reaction to the tax changes). The 20 percent reduction factor is intended to roughly match published estimates from
the Congressional Joint Committee on Taxation or the Congressional Budget Office, which incorporate microeconomic
responses to the tax changes. The same 20 percent reduction factor is applied to the revenue estimate for repealing only the
top four marginal rate reductions.
7. For further explanation, see Leonard E. Burman, William G. Gale, and Peter R. Orszag, “Thinking Through the Tax
Options,” Tax Notes (May 19, 2003).
8. Robert McIntyre, “Calculations of the Share of Corporate Profits Subject to Tax in 2002,” Citizens for Tax Justice,
January 2003.
9. This estimate is based on extrapolations of the Congressional Joint Committee on Taxation estimates.
10. The bonus depreciation provision, by allowing 50 percent immediate expensing, also distorts incentives to invest in
assets with long depreciation lives relative to assets with short depreciation lives. The revenue estimate is based on
extrapolations of the Congressional Joint Committee on Taxation estimates.
11. The top statutory marginal tax rate under the AMT is now 28 percent, but the phase-out of the exemption under the
AMT raises the effective marginal tax rate to 35 percent. After the exemption is fully phased out (in 2003, when alternative
minimum taxable income is slightly less than $400,000 for married filers), the effective marginal tax rate declines back to 28
percent. This option would eliminate the phase-out of the exemption but raise the marginal tax rate to 35 percent. As a result,
the effective rate would rise only for those now above the exemption phase-out range. The revenue estimate is based on results
from the Tax Policy Center model.
12. Peter A. Diamond and Peter R. Orszag, Saving Social Security: A Balanced Approach (Brookings, 2004).
13. See, for example, Jonathan Gruber, “Youth Smoking in the U.S.: Prices and Policies,” Working Paper 7506
(Cambridge, Mass.: National Bureau of Economic Research, January 2000.) Disagreement exists about whether the current
cigarette excise tax adequately reflects the costs imposed by smokers on others; a new line of research emphasizes instead the
costs imposed on the smoker himself and why the initial decision to smoke may not have been made with adequate information
about the future consequences. For discussion, see David Cutler and Jonathan Gruber, “Health Policy in the Clinton Era,” and
W. Kip Viscusi, “Comments,” in Jeffrey A. Frankel and Peter R. Orszag, eds., American Economic Policy in the 1990s (MIT
Press, 2002). Gruber has also shown that smoking imposes costs on less-than-fully-rational decisionmakers themselves that
justify cigarette taxes far higher than any now imposed. See Jonathan Gruber and Botond Koszegi, “A Theory of Government
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Regulation of Addictive Bads: Optimal Tax Levels and Tax Incidence for Cigarette Excise Taxation,” Working Paper 8777
(Cambridge, Mass.: National Bureau of Economic Research, February 2002.)
14. See David Cutler, “Public Policy for Health Care,” in A. Auerbach and M. Feldstein, eds., Handbook of Public
Economics, vol. 4. (North-Holland, 2002).
15. These revenue estimates are based on extrapolations from Congressional Budget Office, Budget Options (March 2003),
Revenue Options 33-35.
16. Leonard E. Burman, Testimony before the Committee on Ways and Means, United States House of Representatives,
July 17, 2003.
17. For more detailed discussion of the economic effects of a VAT, see Henry J. Aaron and William G. Gale, eds.,
Economic Effects of Fundamental Tax Reform (Brookings, 1996).
18. For ways of designing incentives to mitigate climate change, see Joseph E. Aldy, Peter R. Orszag, and Joseph E.
Stiglitz, “Climate Change: An Agenda for Global Collective Action,” Pew Center on Global Climate Change, October 2001.
19. A “safety valve” system in which the government would commit to selling permits at a given price, even if the result is
that the quantity target is exceeded, has advantages over a strict quantity-based system. See William Pizer, “Choosing Price or
Quantity Controls for Greenhouse Gases,” Resources for the Future, Climate Issues Brief 17, 1999, and Warwick J. McKibbin
and Peter J. Wilcoxen, “Climate Change after Kyoto: A Blueprint for a Realistic Approach," Brookings Review, vol. 20
(Spring 2002).
20. If transition relief were granted to the most affected parties and inclusive of the effect on government purchases, the net
effect on revenue would be reduced. For various methods of providing transition relief and the costs involved, see
Congressional Budget Office, “Shifting the Cost Burden of a Carbon Cap-and-Trade Program,” July 2003.
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